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Low that tile has advanced beond the turbulent years of
slavery and the struale nececsar:i for its exterLination, we
Lay view the institution cf slavery vith frankness, with a Lind
devoid of perscnal prejudice, and with an earnest and sincere
desire to place that institution in its proper perspective and
relaticrs i.7:hoscever lends cclor, understanding, and cm-pre-
hension tc this enicnatic questicn, 21avery, is worthy of
zention.
It is the priLary purpose of this thesis to resurrect the
ideals, hopes, theories, and accoc.plishrients oi a rian whose
active years paralle the storr and -p.revecative years of sla%.ery.
It is desired, in the resuscitation el these events, to connect
theL. properly with the contemporary features c: t
.teriod.
I &LI indebted to Dr. L. btickles, DepartrLent of history,
Veetern Kentucky Teachers ColleLe, LovlinE Green, Kentucky, for
Li s helpful euidance and many valuable suuestions. I am
grateful to Dr. Gordon 1 .ilson, Deparaent of Er61ich, Western
Kentucky State Teachers CclleEe, Eowling Green, Kentucky, for
rhetorical corrceti_s and suELectiors. The cervices, Uwe,
and effcrts of 1.rs. Lary IeiIer, Librarian, estern Kentucky
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The accomplishments, aspirations, and viciceituues of
Robert J. Breckinriage are onaractePistic of the bitter con-
flicts and trepidations of his time and of the great political
controversy agitated by the anticipation or uncertain danbers
and fears oi the enibma, slavery. Robert J. BreckinridLe was a
member of that notable old Kentucky family whose name suggests
and recalls to mind definite Kentucky and national events. his
eminent father, John Breckinridge, moved from Virginia to
Kentucky when the latter state had just acquired statehood.
Henceorth he -istinbuisned himself in t;.e affairs of the nation
as a senator from Kentucky and as attcrey-.eneral in tne
Jefferson administration. he is knoqn as one o the prominent
statesmen and lawyers in the early days of the C:est. John
Breckinridge was a personal friend of Jefferson, and at the
special request of Jefferson he named his son Robert Jefferson
in honor of his diett:uished friend.
"2,:y Son: The Jefferson in ycy_tr na.ile was addedby your sainted father; who also rote tne wholeas you find it in the family Bible. And, moreover,you were named at the particular request of Mr.Jefferson. Laetitia Prestcn, now Yrs. Gene Floyd,oi VirLinia, was your Lodmother, and no doubt
baptis.r.. 3aes :arshall, yourbodfatLer, (no relation of the Loctor's) studiedrith your 1.e is no.; dead.
'ary H. Erecl:inr16: e_"1_crcn
1.
J. Breckinria,e, ,;1k,ust 20 '41( Loul.s,;111e,
p. 32,
It was with Ereat pride and reverence. that Robert Jerrerson.
Breckinridce related upon many occasions the constructive work
of his father in the framing of Kentucky's second constitution.2
Robert J. Breckinridge was born at Cabell's Dale, Fayette
County, Kentucky, Yiarch 8, 1600. His early education was
directed and supervised by the celebrated teachers Dominie
Thompson, ;:ilson, O'Hara, and Brock, of central Kentucky. This
tutelaEe prepared.him for entrance to irinecAcn College, 'New
Jersey. After remaininE two years there, he entered Yale;
thence he went to Union College, Schenectady, ew York, where
he graduated in 1819. After his return to his mother's home in
1820 he became interested in the profession of law and occupied
himself by readinE law and managing his mother's large estate.
From the administration of this estate developed the memcl-able
controversy between Breckinridge and Robert ;lickliffe. Later
Breckinridge publicly explained the causes of the antagonism.
The following quotation shows the nature of the controversy:
"There arose about ten years ago, twocauses of open quarrel between myself andRobert ackliffe, Sen.; the one purely
personal, the other political. In regardto the former, I will say but a word.
ickliffe was the retained attorney of theadministrators of my late honored father,and subsequently of the trustee of thatestate, my late brother, Joseph Cabell
Breckinride. For a long course of yearsending about 1624,, I had nothing to do 7;ithany of those transactions; but about that
bccming trustee myself, I Lad much
4-:lobert J. 6reek1nridge, "Colonization Favorable toEmancipation," colonizationist and Journal of Freedoms16;54, p.
intercourse with Mr. Ackliffe in the
relations stated aboN,e, till about the
year 1830 or Ibl, when my duty as trustee
for others, obliod me in my opinism to
come to an open rupture with him."Q
The personal animosity was dismissed with no such mild
treatment; bitter sneeches4 and correspondence, containing the
most caustic denunciations,5 passed between the two men ror
years. many of the speeches and defences were published by the
local newspapers and circulated within the community.
The political phase of the controversy was agitated by the
varied views of the two men on such questions as the importation
of slaves into Kentucky, the power of the leLislatu-pe to control
the post nati, and other public policies.°
-:;ith the young Charleton Hunt as a partner, Ereckinrige
commenced the practice of law in Lexinton in 1E24. ye-.r
previous to this he had married his cousin, Sophronisba
Freston, or Abingdon, Virginia, who was the granddaughter of
Ceneral ;j1liam Campbell, a patriot commander at the battle of
3Speech or Rebert J. Ereckinridge, Lexihton, Kentucky,Octobe7777-1740 (Lexin;Lton, Ky., N. L. and J. Finnell,Printers, 2E40), p. 5, pamphlet.
4
-Speech of Robert :;icklifl.e, Lexington, Kentucky,Novemzr 9, 174-07(L57nLton, Ky., Lexington Observer andReporter, Printers, 1840), pamphlet.
eply of Robert A.ckliffe to Robert J. Ereckinriae(Lexin_ton, T7., Ez.htcky Cazette, THErFrs, 14o),
dSntecL of Robert J. E':.reckinridl.e, Lexir ton, 27ntar..ky,Octcle2- 22, 10C (Le:71rj!.e!.,, Ey., ::. L. ..11311Frint,:rs, .E540),
1ountain.
7
In le25 Breckinridge was elected on the Old Court ticket to
represent Fayette County in the state leeielature. The 02a
Court party was successful in electing its candidates in Fayette
county.8 As a result of the AuLust election, the Old Court
party had 64 members in the House and 16 members in the Senate;
there were 36 representatives and 21 senators representini_ the
-,ourt party" EreckinridLe served his constituents for
four successive terms. It was during these sessicns that the
question African negro colonization came before the
lerc.jslature.
The American Colonization Society sent a memorial to the
General Assembly of Kentucky, 1326, solicitinL the patronao
-of the people of Kentucky.10 The memorialists stated tho
object of the Society, its work, and proLress. The General
Assembly resolved that they viewed with interest the work of the
Society; they reqaested the United States senators and repre-
sentatives from Kentucky to use their efforts to faciliate the
operations of the Society?1
BreckinridEe locked upon the colonization movement with
7The Courier Journal, Louisville, Kentucky, January 3,
ircra the Cincinnati Cazette.
6:anv111e Advertis€r, Lanville Rentucky, Aust 11, 1323.
°ibid., Auust l, 1S2b.
te Jeal c Kentucky, 1326, p. 244 .
11 itcts of ic Come,cnee'-ith °J. hcLt'ock,Ls,Pmr1:, .1st
'7eneral
the utmost optimism and gravity; he labored and pleaded for its
success. He was confident that the new movement would afford a
deliverance from personal and naticnal evils; yet he was
cognizant or the maLnitude and the complexity of such a scheme.
The Lexington and Fayette County Auxiliary oi the Colo-
nization Society, at its annual meetin6 held in Lexington,
July, 1826, elected Robert J. Ereckinridge one or its managers.
Breck1nr1d6e said:
"The scheme of African Colonization asexhibited by our National Society and itsvarious auxiliaries is a most noble con-cepticn. It is a stupendous plan—spanningthe Atlantic ar1d. encircling in its wideembrace a nat_i.on or slaves, and a continentof heathens."1-)
Since 1616 there had been a gradual formation of societies
organized for the purpose of the colonization of free
negroes.14 The American Colonization Societu, the parent
society, was organized in 1616 by the Rev. Robert Finley, of
New Jersey.15 V7le fifty charter members included John Randolph
and Henr: C1ay.16 The idea of the colonization or free negroes
even at this date was not new. In 1777 Mr. Jefferson proposed
leReporter, LexinFjon, Kentucky, July 23, 1623.
13Address cf Robert J. Ereckinriec, delivered January 6,(1:ranisort, Ky., A. G. -,;:oe.ges, rter, 16Z1), p. 4,pamphlet.
r 
  Rsister, Vol. LV, November 9, 1833, p.167.
A 
1 Colonizationist L.na journl ci ireedon:, lEZ..p. 63.
1041Lice Adar.s, The 'ierlected Period ,.nti-21avery in;onagral, Eoston, Linnp. 104.
to the Virginia legislature that "all' the offs -:rinL ci slaves,
born after that time, shoule be rree at their cirth—brought up
at public expense—educated, according to their geniuses, to the
arts, sciences, or tillage—and i'urnished with every convenience
for efAgration to such place as mi6ht be provide° for them."17
The attempts to suppress the Arrican slave trade save some
impetus to the colonization movement. Congresz passed an act
7 in 1E19 providing that negroes captured while being illegally
imported into the United States were to be returned to Africa.
In order to execute the principles 01 this act, 1;.onroe
appointee. Samuel Bacon as an agent to itfrical whose duty it was
to provide for the returned neLroes. Mr. Bacen was instructed
to form an establishment cn the Island cf Sherbro Cr elsewhere
on the African coast, but E'acon was instructed "not to cenect
your aEency with the views or plans of the Colonization
Society." aLe Society had purchased the site of Liberia in
1821, to be used for the purpose of the colonization of free
negrces then living in the United States. Jonathan B. 111nn was
appointed as bacon's successor, recember, 1E20. He transported
his company from the Island of Sherbro to Cape Mesurado,
January, 1822. Erom this time fer-eard it appears that the
agency operated in conjunctien with the colony or Liberia.
1.conflint, to i:mos Kenclall this have been preconceived by
17-
Lexiniton, Lentucky, Ju1,7 22, 14,




the legislators who passed the ,xt of 1619:
"Connecting this act with the fact that the
Colonization Society was then preparing to effect
a settlement on the coast of Africa, with the
view of afl'ording an asylum for free people of
ccler and emancipated slaves, it is probable
Congress expected that some prscn or persons
residing in the proposed settlement would be
appointed to receive the re-captured nerroes,
aria that the final disposition of them when
they did not immediately return to their own
countries, would be embraced in the benevolent
plans of the Colonization Society."19
inn left the colony in the following June. DurinE the
absence Of a government agent Jehudi Ashmun, the agent of the
Colonization Society, was appointed temporary agent, and he
served in this two-fold capacity. Gradually tne agency and the
colony merLed, and from this combination finally evolved the
RepuUlic of ld'eeria, 1847.
Ihe roster of the American Colonization Society contained
the names of some of the most prominent men of the country.
Henry Clay, Valliam Crawford, General Lafayette,
20 
James
Madison, Laniel 7:ebster, Richard Ruch, and Y. . Key were
officers of the organization at different times.21 Virginia was
proud or the contribution of her famous sons to the membership
of the Colonization Society, as is snown by the extract from an
address by Cabriel F. DisoGay, ketersburg, Virginia:
1971)16.., p. 764.
'(:).i7estPrn Lexington, Kentucky, Vol. II, No. 30
(Febr'oar7 " p. 47a.
1Ce1 cnizationist ahu journal of Frecdo,
2
"she (VirLinia) suL6ested the plan of
Las society as early as the acministration
of Ir. Jefierson. 'ae rank at present, among
our friends, some of the most influential,
..it-,tinguished, and patriotic or the citizens
of this state. Shall I name the late
President of the United States, who now fills
the first office of a prcmisini, Society in
Laudon ccunty, as he recently did the first
orrice or our nation 7 a liars:nail, tne
profound Chief Justice of the Union? a
Elshint_ton, (Bushrod ;61shinEton) his venerable
associate, and the presiding oflicer in the
parent Institution'! But Ghile the removal
or our free people of colour, is one of our
leadin„ objects?,_tne suppression En the slave
traoe another," 
The American Colonization Society crew rapidly in numbers
and service durin tne ...irst years oi its existence. Auxiliaries
Were fomed in many states. Lentucy's first auxiliary was
fom,e6 in 182L, t e second,
By the end cl the year cf 182E four hundred free nec,:)es had
applied to the Colonizaticn Society for transportation to the
colony in Arrica, and two hundred slaveholders had expressed the
desire to manur.it their slaves as soon as the Society could
furnish transportation.24
A o'eat deal of prejudice existed in various pLrts or the
country Elainst the crowin idea of colonization. This, in part,
miLht be attributed to the fact that in some of the states the
celonization movement had been preceded by various abolition
Luminary, Vol. 1T, Jo. (1:a1-.(:: 29, 1.36),p. 597.
1.LC ine
to 1,7_u (.11sen o1iEiTrr
Ldtancar, lratin Co., 1913), P-
:-,epert r, Lee , r
• 
1.- tieJ,4•8
bocieties. It became necesEary l'or the 3ociety to uiLclaim
certair misconceptions of its true objects and character.
Certain resolutions were offered at the annual meeting of the
tonerican Colonization Society, January, 1826, which stated
de.cinitely and concisely the real object of the ociety:
"Resolved, That its only object is what
has been at all times avowed, the removal to
the Coast of Africa, with their own consent,
of such people of colour within the United
States, as are alreaay free, and of such
others as the humanity or individuals, and
the laws or the Aifferent States, may here-
after liberate."
The folloein year the same idea wa!, rciterated by Henry
clay in his speech refore the Society. He said:
"Tne object or the zociety waE the
colonization of the free colored people,
not the slaves, of the country. lioluntary
In its institution, voluhtary in all its
raJd..icLtions, all its iens, purposes, and
instruents, ape all;o voJAIntary."Z6
:en the i.merican Colonization Society was still in its
infancy, the iTesoT:terian churches adued their iorce to the
movement. The Synod. or Kentucky, in 1823, "appointed committees
to further the American Coloni::ation Lociety, an6 to promote the
object by correspondence witn influential men in different parts
of the State." 7 The churches took an active interest in
building churches in LiberiE an: providinL reliLious instructions
25Thstern Luminary, Vol. IT, Eo. 30 (February 1, 1820, p.477. ,,uoteo.
266.peE:r.;hes . • i:ery C1P7, euitcd by Calv:n Colton, 2 vols.(New Y0777-77-1-27. anu—C7o., 1"667), p. 6.31.
'e7 obert s,a'vidscr, History 01 tLe PresbytErit,n Church inthe ;:t:Ile ci  ( Cartel.,—.1777 )4 11. .6317*
for slaves in the state. By 1832 the question ol sL-very and
colonization aa eca;f:e oJ. sufficient interest to instiL,ate a
debate or two days' duration in the Synod. ineee questions were
put before the Synod in the followinL form:
"Resolved, that in the view of this Synod,
Slavery, as it exists within our bounds, is
a great moral evil, and inconsistent with tne
word of God. And we do, therefore, recommend
to all our ministers end members, who hold
slaves, to endeavor to have tnem instructed
In the knowledLe of the Gospel; and to
promote, in every peaceable way, tne interestsof the Colonization Society; and to favor all
proper measures or gradual voluntary
emancipation."28
ConcilJation was reached when the Rev. Samuel Y_arshal1
introeuced a resolution, "Inasmuch as, in the judc.;ment c):: the
Synod, it is inexpedient to come to any decision on the very
diiricult a:la delicate que:.,tin oi slavt,ry, a:, it Is within cur
bounds; therefore resolved, that the wLole subject be
indefinitely postponed."
29
Robert J. BreckinridLe was an opconent 01 slavery in the
Synod; and when the above resolution as adopteOt, e arose and
said as he left the assembly, "God nes left you, and I el:A:) will
now leave you, and have no more correspondence with you.u3°
It is evident that the oriinators of the colonization scheT.e
ezpected either to solicit rinancial aid from both the state
le, islatLres aria the national Lovernment; or that the Soelety
p.
Lavidson, C. clt., p.
60_ ,




thouLht its scnea,e of sufficient importance to arouse the
interest of the country to the extent that Congress would adopt
the scheme and promote and supervise its movement. In the
eonstitution of the Society it is stated that the object of the
Society is "to promote a plan for colonizinc: (with their consent)
the free people of color residing in our country, in Africa, or
such other place as Congress may deem most expedient. And the
Society shall act to effect in co-operaticn with the General
Government, and such of the States as may adopt regulations on
the subject."' As early as lele the American Colonization
Society succeeded in getting a meiaorial presented to Congresc
seeking govern,T,ent aitl for its project." Repeatedly these
memcrials appeared before Congress during the active existence
of the Society. At the nintn annual .7eting of the 6ociety
these ideas were incorporated in the fort of a resolution and
usually presented to Congress in a similar form.
33 
The Society
at this time provided for tae necessary committee whose duty
It as to prepere and present to Conress a petition askinE fcr
financial assistance. Memorials were to be prepared and
presented to the leLislatures of the several states asking for
the adoption of such measures as would foster the progress of
31Ccestitutien of the American Colcnization :cadet", ;,rt. 2
:asnington, C. illexanaer, rinter,
'72
`' Annals of eoec ress, 1.5th lct. sess., vol. 2, pp.
1772-1714e
tern Lyrjna;-v, 'Vol. II, No. 30 (February 1, l(38),p.
12
the colonization movement."
A memorial was presented to Concress, kebruary, 1827.
;D5
r. Hayne, or South Carolina, staled that tie memorial proposed
that the United tJtates either appropriate money for the trans-
portLAion of free persons of color to Africa, or that the
Eovernment take over the colony. Mr. Hayne immediately headed
the opposition. He protested acainst the right or the federal
government to aid the Colonization Society; he stated that the
colonization scneme was "impracticable, wild and mischievous."66
The memorial was not favorably considered; it was therefore
laid on the table within a few days after its presentation.67
The rirst colony founded undcr the auspices or the
American Colonization Society on the coast oi Africa was located
on Cape e..&ura6o, June, 1E22. Li'Leria, the land purchad and
settled under the direction of the Society, consisted of 6
villaEes and 6 churches; and the colony had a population of a
little more than 3,000 by 1E33.36 The colony extended about 150
miles alonL the African Coast and about 20 or 30 miles inland.
Its chief city, Monrovia, consisted of 90 hou•ces and stores, 3
churches; and its inhabitants numbered about 700. Liberia was
governed by an agent, appointed by the Society, and two jud es
Loc. cit.
'—Con,.ryessional Letates, 19th cone., 2nd. sees., vol. III,p. 2.
'Cc. cit.
  , p. 334.
Vol. IL, Octcber 10, 1E, 7„, p. 122.
13
69'who met every month. A free school was establisiled in 1833 at
monrcvia for the benefit or recaptured slaves.") As early as
1830 Monrovia printed its own newspaper, the Liberia Herald.
41
Tfie Eeneral welfare of the emicrants was provided for by
the society. Each person who settleo in Icnrovia was assiEped
rive acres of land and a bui1din6 lot. The emiLrant who
settled in the country was alloted 50 acres of land, and he was
c,iven a deed to the property as soon as he built a permanent
house and had 2 acres under cultivtion. Land sold near
Yonrovia for fifty cents an acre.42
The Society reported on April 12, 1826, that 253 emdcrants
43had been cent to Liberia since the be6innin6 of 1825. There
were 790 negroes, 227 of whom were liberated slaves, trans-
ported to Liberia durinL the year or 182.44 Kentucky sent her
first ship of emiarantS to Liberia in 1833, which nu7tered
approximately 100 persons at the estimated transportation cost
of ,.35 per person.45 On more than one occasion slaveholders
manumitted their slaves on the condition that these freed slaves
would be sent to Liberia. Many times slaveholders would furnish
•
29Ibid., Vol. XLI, September 24, 1631, p. 71.
4°Ibid., Vol. XLV, October 5, 1833, p. 87.
41Ibid., Vol. XXXVIII, '21ay 1J, 1601 1'. 217.
1:61. I;overriber 50, 1633, P- C•13-
LA,.•
.estern Luminary, Vol. II, No. 40 (April 12, 1)::26
  Re6ifiter, Vol. 2:LT, 17,. 98.
ourn:- Frt.: e 1L234, pp.
their manumitted slaves with the necessary transportation cost
to Liberia. The key. hichard 6ibb, of Kentucky, liberate:a "32
slaves to be sent to Liberia, furnished them with c1othin, and
Lave them :::444 in money."
There were 4,454 free neLroes and manumitted slaves trans-
ported to Liberia frem 1.(1, 0 to 1'643. In 1843 of this number
there were 1,745 in Li6eria. The or_ath rate ran hiLn. az the 86
nec,roes transported in 1E20, 15 of them died durin6 the first
year; and 170 of the 69 emi-,;runts or 1833 died durinf,; the first
year.47
Since Ereckinride's a,iiliation with the Colonization
Society he had ;nude a thorou,n stuey of the histor-z/ of the neEro
race, the introduction oi Llevery into the United States, and
the entanLlement o the institution of slavery and the economic
situation oi the country. De eneeavored to impart his vies
and conceptions to the public, and usually this was accom-
plished throuh the medium of essays, conversation, and orations.
On January 6, 1231, Ereckinridi:e delivered before the
Colonization Society of Eentucky an address resplendent and
eloquent in expression, and dramatic in appeal.48 The short
selectio:s quoted from it will illustrate:
461;.entuc1y Oazette, LexinLton, hentucky, ilovember 28, 1-339.
47Twenty-eiLnth imnual 'p_ort oi the timerlean Colonization society, 1845 reashin(.,ton, C. 4rInter, 1846), p. 32.





"If there be any that now hear my voice
aho have aided in workin, out the civil
redemption of tnis large empire; ii there te
any whose kindred have poured out their blood
in achieving the glories which have fallen
upon us; LI there be any who cherish the high
exploits or our minty ancestors, and
cultivate an unquencning love for the free and
noble institutions wnich have descended to us,
I beseech them to couple ;:ith the lofty
emotions belonging to such scenes, tne solemn
recollection, that e were bondieen. If any
,no hear me have been led, by tne power of
the everlasting God, into the liberty of his
own sons, and who rejoicing in the hope of
eternal lile, look back upon the bondaEe out
or which tt.eir souls nave been redeemed,
with unutterable gratitude to Him who gave
himself for them, I pra - them to bring to
the discussion which lies before us, those
feelings which are produced by the deep and
sacred assurance, that 'cur God hath not
ors.,_ken us in our bondage."49
After this invocation Breckinride turned his attention to
errica, the continent selected as the future toe of trie free
neEroes and eirrencipL-ted slaves residing in the United btates.
he visualized for his listeners the etnnic history or its
populetion, the oppression of its people, the devastation of
its country, and the periods oe grandeur and intellectual
eecline. Thence he turned to the history and the inception of
elavery in America. e related the fact that during the reign
of eerdinend end that of Onerles 7, Of pain, their ';.panish
eeeects were permitted to ieTcrt neEroes into ti,e emericas.
• ort,L.01:se and were aeleng the 1 Irst to dcrivo a
teeelit .:eeel tee indulgence in sla%e tIalfic between jca .rid
riee. As soon es the London no lonr. :nonopolized
,
•-,:e•; p. 3.
the commerce or the colony of Virginia, a Dutch trading vessel,
avellinc itself of the opportunity, brought to Virginia and sold
Into bondeLe twenty Africans. In two centuries the negro
ropulatien had Lrown from twenty persons to two milliors. He
stated l'urther that men were not slow to recognize the evils of
such u suelety. The Quakers of fennsylvania were quick to
recoLnize the injustice al it; many men since then have, by
every motive of duty and advantage, expressed a desire to rid
the country of this human bondage. He predicted:
"In better times their counsels will be
heard. ;..hen the day coes, and come it surely
will, when, tia-ouLiacut this broad empire, not
an aspiration shall go up to the throne of
Cod, that does not emanate from a freemkn's
heart, they will live in story, the apesties
of that nallowee leign of peace, and men will
quote tht_ir nas to tiol.n thc,
lc;s1Joils 0: wisdom, and en,orce, by great
examples, i1c practice of high and virtuous
actions."5v
He added further that many of the American colonies took action
against the slave traifip. New York in 17E3 laid an import
duty on slave, and Pennsylvania and Eew Jersey followed her
policy in a few years; the federal constitution prohibited the
Importation of slaves into the United States after the year of
1808.
Ereckinridge maintned th.it the 1:erican Colonization
folloed in the foottes of other nations when
its zue,:.e. oi eolonizi.tion was put into 0ptrat5.on; the —nglish,




schemes. Ihe idea as advanced by the American ColonizE-ti:n
Society since 1816 was by no means new to the citizens the
country. In 1802 President Jefferson, in compliance the
request of Coy. Monroe, of Virginia, entered into unessf.ul
negotiations with the En.:lish and FortuLuese govern- ts to
procure a site adaptable to the colonization or Ameri:an Itls-cks
in Africa.
.r. Lreckinric:Ee declared that the A- merican Colcnizaticn
Society hao been "the object oi many a bitter sarcasm, CI
various ano contradictory accusations, of Ilippant anc_ 7:st
i.mf..ertil.ent contempt, and or T:rave and deep reTroach."c-1- --, in
the lace of this opposition it i-,ad crown in numh_rs ana
instilled con idence in the hearts c r.cn. There were ;-.ver orle
hundred and sixty auxiliaries in the several st - ts, eleven
state leL,islatures had recommended the Society to Con-re3s, and
the leading- churches had approved of its work. :he :=c:fet:: had
sent about one thousand eight hundred colonists to Liter4 a. As
for the colony of !_Iberia he said, "The germ or a crec-: and
cultivated nation has alread taken root in the Idst :f
Africa."52 BreckinridLo stated thLA the Society had pl-- cl=ably
alread-j fulfilled its object. The Society had proposesf to
establish a colony in ;.irica to which the free 1:lacks in the
United States riLht be imported. Such operaticns





been predicted that the Society could not procure emiErants who
would consent to tneir bein removed to iLfrica. Lime had proved
that more emicrants had applied for transportation to Liberia
than the insufficient funds of the bociety could provide.
Ereckinridge declared tnat the benefits derived from the
oper-tions and the labors of the 4.merican Colonization society
in 4.1rica were many. It would bring about the political and
intellectual reeneration of Africa. Secondly, it was certain
that a pagan continent would be christainized. 4 1ready the
little missionary band of Liberia had started to perform its
sacred uuties. nother benel'it derived from the colonization
vement was its ini'luence upon the illicitslave trafiic still
In practice. J,s to tne question of slave trai'fic ne stated:
we nave undoubted authority i:r
believing, that at least sixty thousand
ncgroes are yearly transported from ,frica,
unuer circumstancec of ac great cruelty as
nave ever malkt,,-7 that traffic. :fhe slave
trade can be nototherwise effectually
abolished tnan by shedding a stream of
moral light upon the dark regions where it
flourishes, so broad as to reveal it in its
naked atrocity, to all its wretched victiffis.
:or arc there any other apparent means by
ich this can be effected, but tne full
accomplichment_of the plan oI „frican
Colonization. "'7:3
Lreckinrid,e reiterated the statement that the ..%lerican
Cdlcnization h-ocicty !. -1.:1e its ot.i. in had anticipated. the time
wer, the stte le.islatures and the national governrnent would





citizens or Kentucky to aim at this accomplishment. "Ano I
.cones," he said, "it is tnis vice( of the subject, which, as a
slaveowner and a citizen or this Commonwealth, appears to ms,
to draw it so peculiarly up to the exi6encies of our situation,
and to lay open bei*ore us a political moral above all others
clear and explicit."54
He contended that the rights of the slavehold, re were not
to be interfered with by the t- ociety; the bociety assumed the
ruct that slavery was a t reat moral and political evil, and
anticipated and cerise d the hope that the scheme of coloni-
zation miLAt be inlluential in tne enactment of' vadual
emancipation. The Colonization bociety had demonstrated the
metnoe by which the country could rio itseli o the curse
slavery.
As to the -debated question oi the poier of tne leL;islature
over the post nuti he explained as follows;
"He who is created free, cannot, in the
view of reason, even by his ori voluntary
act, bind'himstlf to slavery; because no
compensation can be eauivalent to that from
rwhich he has parted—his liberty;... 
btill less can a man barter away the rihts
of his unborn oftsprin, except in a manner
subject to tir collimation or rejecticn
at the yeL.rs (DI maturity. In this case,
every reason apiAies that does in the other,
and these in aduition, tnat nere there could
be no p.etence or necessity over a baini, not
yet created anc in any case, the pareLt could
part witn no greattr riLnt to control the
child, than he himsel1 eLjOyed, that is,








He added to the list of the evils or slavery the migration
of labourin whites from the state, and in their steao come more
slaves; daring this aestructive migration the slave owner is
only advancing the day or his own disaster. Ihe increase of
slaves will mean a decrease in the value or slaves and a
diminishinL value of the products of slave labor. Upon these
basic facts breckinridge outlined the following econcmic
situation:
"Then comes the competition with free
labour from the adjacent states. This
region of country is alreaey supplied to
a great extent, with articles of the first
necessity, from other states, which we
ouLht to produce as cheap as any cthLr
people, and some or which we rormerly
exported in immense quantities. Other
articles which we still locl: upon as ca -Long
most valuable staple productions, are
brought into this state, and sold at a
prcrit, by auction, in the streets or our
villages. i=11 this must produce a
continual uecline in the value or slaves,
which will still decline further as they
steadily grow upon the whites, until they
become tnemselves the chief article of
export. ucn is already the case in large
portions or several of the slave-holdiag
states. Tne value or the staples or the
southern states, would, for scme years,
keep up the value of slaves. But when
the prot,ress of events shall produce the
sLar.e condition of public necessity there,
that is steadily aevancing here, and they
will no longer receive slaves as
merehanoise, it requires no i,'t dT
prolT,ecy to roresee the calamitous
conaiticn that must ensue, over the whole
slave-hoi L regien. 1;ever was tere
a more fallacious idea, than that slavery
p. 22.
'-artv,r-sely:aaki ,s
contributed any thinL to::ards the
permanent resources of a stLte. It is
an ulcer eatin6 its way into the very
heart oi tho stpte, end which, while it
remains, cannot be mitigated by any cnanLe
ci constitution, but would worL its effects
v.ith unerrinL certainty under mry
possible condition 01 society. "
Lonz, before the actual extermination or slavery BreckinridtLe
said:
"Domestic slavery cannot exist rorever.
It cannot exist lonL, quiet and unbroken in
any condition of society, or under any form
of government. It may terminate in various
ways; but terminate it must. It may end in
revolution; bear witness saint 1,ominkdo. The
Greek and Egyptain took other methods,
effectual each, ir fully acted out, and
differing only in the manner oi atrocity.
It may end in amal6amation; a base, spurious,
degraded mixture, scarcely the Aast
revoltini„ method of the three."'
Otner than revolution and amalgamation, Breckinridge,
stated that there was one more solution for the termination of
slavery, and that was the restoration of the colored race to
the land of their fathers. He maintained that the last
solution had proved to be practicable and effectual. He, as
well as many other colonizationists, was of tie opinion that
gradual emancipation would be the ultimate result o]: coloni-
zation. Yr-Lis speec: and similar ones won for 1-.obert J.
Breckinride a place among hantucky's foremost orators of his
time.





BreckiarieLe cave his view of the relation between colonization
and emancipL,tion. Breckinriuce stated that he believed the
slaveho uers in slave states uric) opposed colonization did so
because the operations of the Colonization bociety naturally
tended to create a hostile feelinE toward tne institution of
slavery, and tnat oriLinally many slaveholders were friendly to
the movement because c:e.' tne fact that colonization tended to
remove the overflow, thus makinc, the institution more secrre. He
contended that there was a Erowints sentiment in the slave states
favorin Erauual emancipation; many slaveholders retained their
mastersnip over tneir slaves not 'or the aevantaLe the slave-
holdemmiunt realize Jut rather for the Loa°. oi the slave himselr.
Brec"nridEe maintained that tilese claveholders were w1llin6 to
relreuisl_ this authority at any 7. 71ent. He predicted voluntary
eancf.._.ation on the part oi Inaiviouals, rcli,..fou;, sects, -.nd
civil colAmunities at a later date. He statea that there were
about seven nundred thousana slaves in the states of Kentucky,
VirEinia, and .2..arylLnd, and that these three states would soon
abolish slavery. He said that Baltimore was free and had only
one slave to every four families. In Virinia the section west
of the AlleEhanies was ior emancipation; that pi-rt between
these mountains and the Blue hie favored emancipation, but
Lot with such a larEe majority; the section from the b2ue hiao,
to the tic -water was about equally divided on the question;
thecitrIct be o; t'Le excetin the cities, ravered
.Y.#110.JA.,1041Nr., .74 •.71.0*.jrillrehet, !i• • • •
perpetual s1avery. 8
Lreckinrid„e's frequent visits to Vir6inia had acquainted
Lim with tLie status of slave _y in tnat state. As for the status
Ok slavery in his native state, lentucky, and his realization of
his duty an lesponsibility in checkin, tne Eroth of slavery he
said,
"Since the year 1793, there has teen a lar6eparty thEre hostile to slavery. In 1792, my
father, the late hon. John Breckinriee, dred up
the existih„ constitution of that stte, and
perhaps by his influence, and that of the famousGeorLe Nicholas, slavery was prevented from
bein6 abolished in that year. It is at once anindication of the kind of chanLe working in thatstate, and a siLnal instance cf tne retributivegoodrss of God; that I should have been calledas much perhaps as any oth•.r to pull downthe slavery built up there, by the in_il_lencecr n ,- nt at once the most revered, fn allthinc' else al-lonL., the wiest et rilt..nkilid."
of the :or. e sl..7e property left by his rather BreckinfldEe
stated that five-sevenths of it was free or such provisions were
beinL made.°° he added further that about i'our-fifths of the
votin6 population did not own slaves, and that one-third Cr one-
fourth Ci ti_ose who die own slaves were favorable to colonization
58Hcbert J. i3reckinridLe, "Colenization Fav:,rable to;1'mancipation," Colonizationist and journal el* Freedom,1834, 36Z-36:;.isis a pa1i7:77-7tter cf 'flecert 4.Breckinric,e to Llliott Cresson, February 4, leL4. quoted.
E9Isie., p..
60r:-effhlhrlc,e ., De-0 of Jrnilury 34,
jiO1iUeC L1 tae LcCAtIOL (:) ii s'aves.Cf the ttelve s.,.%%es mahuiltteu n an, t;:o ne,rot.efe tt.ec, . 2. 7; cnc:Tuce:-.L.tr thrcc ncLvd 1›c:1_,r 2247; threene„ro Dec :Jer l'ro\isio,ls were L1.40 .hade J:orte el,:ancir of these :.lanu--.itted
u enlanciputicn.61 .;:ith the iervent belief tt- t,
of bon6a6e et:n suppress forever the yearuincs
i.e assu!necl tie cuties ol tne emancipationif.t.
'1I-iobert J. EreckinriOie, "Colonization ia':oratie to
EmarcipEAion," Colonizaticnist and Journal cf /.eedom, p. 367.
6
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q,uite early in his career BreckinridLe was cosnizant of the
existence of a certain beneficial relation between the coloni-
zation and eancipation moveL.ents to the extent "that the
successful prosecution of its objects tould offer poterful
LA)tives and exert a persuasive influence in favor of emanci-
pation. And it is with this indirect effect ci u b at
c.ue larLest, auvantaL,e is to resuls. ‘o America."1 he contended
that if Kentucky was resolved never to emancipate her slaves,
then the renoval of the free neLroes by the Colonization Society
merely fade rocx:1 for more sleves.2
Gradually there had core into existence in Kentucky a
sentiment favorable to gradual constitutional emancination. It
is not to be doubted that the colorization project save it added
impetus. Sentiment favorable and unfavorable to the new
movement, that is, the callinf, of a convention for the purpose
of amerdinE the constitution to favor sradual emenci-Gation, was
publicly expressed in the current news-,;apers of the time. The
pro-slavery arsunents were advanced in 1630 by Robert ';;ickliffe
in the form of a Dam.i.hlet. In orcie-,7 to refute these arLuL.ents
,
141 ..uzess of Robert J. P,reck.i. Lride delivere,.t before the
2._.101aization Societ:i of L'entucky, .Frankfort, Jaz:u;ery C, 1t31,
2







and propagate other questions pertibent to slavery, EreckinridLe
wrote seven essays which appeared in the Retorter, AIril-June,
1630.
The arcuments advanced by Wickliffe were characteristic of
the pro-slavery attitude.3 He did not favor the calling of a
convention for the purpose of amending the constitution; he
believed that those who supported such a movement did so with
the view in mind to perfect a provision for the emancipation of.
slaves. He expressed his doubt of the success of any attempt to
emancipate slaves in Kentucky unless slaves were manumitted
throughout the several states; he thought that the emancipation
of slave: in Kentuciv alone would tend to drive slaveholders
with their slaves to the south€rn ztates, where slavery vould
continue indefinitely. He maintained that the General eiffusion
of slavery over an extensive territory, together with a fusion
of races, would finally brinG about the disappearance of the
4r_arks of color. Erecij.nridLe bitterly denounced the amalgama- •
tion of the races.5 Vickliffe maintained that he was not an
advocate of perpetual slavery; he would rather have the
institution of slavery retained than to have slaves liberated
among the freemen. He was desirous of supporting emancipation
3
Re7porter, Fobruary 17, 1330.
-Rotert J. Brechinridcle, "Hints on Slavery," ro. 1,
:ter, April 21, 1830.
5 ,Rouert J. Erecl:inridLe, "Hints on Uavery," Lo. 7,




neasures, but he did not think it the proper time to bring the
question to an issue. He stated that the abolition of slavery
would be the result of the calling of a convention at that time.
In order to substantiate this argument, he cited the fact that
there was not one slaveholder or ten voters in the state. If
the slaveholders would maintain the slavery institution, he
warned then of the dangers of calling a convention. .Such
arguments naturally challenged the opposition. Porthwith replies
appeared from the pens of Rcbert J. Breckinridge, Judge John
Green, and GeorEe Clark.
Judge Green, who used the pseudonym Philo C, answered
7;ickliffe in regara to the calling of a convention and the
question of the importation of slaves into Kentucky. He stated
that ":ickliffe _ad used every opportunity to oppose the attempts
Ira the lerislature to prohibit the importation of slaves.6
Green informed the public that his desire was to show the people
that the legislature had the power to prohibit the importation
of slaves, except those brought in by immigrants into the state.
He declared that all slaves imported contrar.;, to these provi-
sions became free persons. He declared that a large majority
of the population was not interested in the slave trade. Be
maintained that Congress should nut regulate the sla-we trade,
as each state claimed and exercised the right to regulate the
personal riLhts cf individuals within its jurisdiction; Congress
La. 1b50.
, • • -111"00"
recognized slave as men when they were freed; therefore, sirce
slavee were recognized as individuals, they were under the
jurisdicticn cf the state.
7
George expounded arguments in favor of the restriction
of the slave trade. he contended that Virginia was importing, in
large numbers, slaves fror Guinea, and that she was spreading
this pestilence over the entire country. In doirg so she was
r,erely delaying her ultimate destruction. Mere were 6,0u0 slaves
sold from Virginia annually. he said that the restriction of
slave traffic should be enforced in order to ol:en the way to
emancipatien.8
lany elaveholders did not defend slavery as an economical
instituticn, but they did nct wish to delegate to the legislature
the control- cf the slavery questicn. It was feared by these
citizens that at eome future tire the radical elentnt tLig:r. t gain
control of the legislature, and subsequently the slaveholders
would be deprived of their slaves without compensation.
eckinridEe opposed the calling of a convention on the
Ercund that the existing constituticn emporered the legielature
to provide fer prospective emancipation in accordance with
0
certain stipulations. he was of the opinion that if the
fathers of the ccnstituticn had desired to restrain the powers
firte:crter, Larch 10, 1830.
  DeceLter 16, 1b29.
June 17, lb:".0.
at • +41,1,
of government to the extent that slavery would have been prohi-
bited forever, the constitution'would have been worded Lore
strincently; instead, the constitution guarded to an extent the
interests of 4.,:!:e slave power.10
He naintained that the constitution provided two methods
whereby slaves might be emancip,ated11 and gave the following
interpretation of the debated clause:
"The General Assembly of Eentucky can never
emancipate any slaves gradually, contingently,
or in any case whatever; except, first, with
the owners' consent, or secondly, having
previously paid for them a fair price in money.
"The General Assembly is bound to pass
lays for the emancipation of slaves with the
consent of their owners; and has full power to
.pass laws for their emancipation without their
consent, by first paying, for them; having power
also to collect the necessary funds to pay for
the:, by Eeneral taxation on all tlinEs eect
thereto, or by special taxation of slaves only.
"The General Assembly has full power before
the birth of those Persons who by our consti-
tution and laws can be held in slavery, se to
modify existinL laws as to allow them to remain
as they are born--free.
It follows, that the General Assembly has
10Robert J. kreckinridge, "Hints on Slavery," to. 5,
Reporter, Lay 19, 16ZO.
11Constitution of Kentucky, Art. III, Sec. I. "The General
Assembly shall have no power to pass lays for the emancipation
of slaves, without the consent of their owners, or without
their: owners, 1)rc:ious to such enanoir:at:_cn, a full
c.uivalent in noney, for the slaves so enanci;ateu. They shall
have no -power to prevent erlirants to this fron bringing
ersons as are deelned by ti 2E of E-ny
c. of tl.e Ctates so lont_ as any 1,erson of the LL.e
he continucd i. sla7er:: by the
—ate. tase laws to -1,en,it t of to
_1...anci,ate then, saving the rirhts of creitors, Lne





full power so to modify .existing laws, as to
allow the condition of slavery to attach at
birth to those who can be slaves, only in a
qualified or liildted manner; that is, to provide
for the gradual prospective emancipation of the
descendants of female slaves."12
In his fourth essay Breckinridge advocated a plan whereby
the extermination of slavery might be perfected. Since it was
legal to raise a revenue on luxuries, and slaves were a luxury,
then in this manner sufficient funds could be raised to conpen-
sate slaveholders for their emancipated slaves and to transport
these manumitted slaves annually from the country 
•l3 Thus the
country woulu be rid of slavery. The first stel, ihdicensable
tovar:.;, the rel. oval of the slaves already in the 'United States
was the prohibition of the domestic slave traffic. Locordin6 to
Preckinridc,e's observations the Tra—tic ;lot ci 1315" had been
disregarded, and slaves were being; imported into the state as
merchandise.
15
Another debated phase of the slavery question at this tile
!
vas that of the post nati. Ereol:inridLe advocated that the
leeislature exercised complete ocv.er over the post nati. "I
think it is clear," he said, that one unborn can in no sense
12Robert J. 1-reckinriuge, "Hints on Zdalier..;,," ro. 5,
Reporter, Lay lc:, 1E30.
17-1.cLert J. Ereckinridt,e, "hints cn Slavery," ho 4,
Reporter, 1...c.y 12, len.
14 ots of 1",- rt.c.-, 114, 43o.






He aid not believe the constitution guaranteed
to the slaveholder tne ri ht to hold in 'condaL:e the descendants
c.z' his slaves.
he believed that the constitution implied that teem wculd
be a time when those individuals who were slaves in other states
would no longer be slaves in Kentucky. The constitution stated
that the General Assembly "shall have no power to prevent
emiEyants to this State from brinE,ing with them such persons as
are deemed slaves by the laws of any one of the United states,
so lon6 as any person of the same age Cr description shall be
continued in slavery by the laws of this 
State."17
It would necessarily d.-velop that should the General
Assembly enact leLislation restrictinL; the importation 01 slaves,
iIidrantsvioulc.,e c7.,:;_L.11e6 to ecni'orm to Kentucky's laws and
would not be permitted to brin6 into Kentucky those penzens who
were slaves in other states.
he maintained that the ct of February, a79e, restricted
slavery to those who were slaves in 17E5 and to the descendants
or tne females 01 them.
16-
He did not doubt the ecnstitutionality
of the act, but he mised this question: ::ho were slaves in
'1780 19(
lt5iicbc,rt J. ilrec,:inride, "pints on Slavery," kio• 5,
Reporter, -1,:ay 19, 1E30.
17
Conetitution or Kentucic.7, irt. VT, soc. 1.
L1ttc.11, trt. c • c3-1-77,







In the miost (DJ. the 1828-lB.a9 session at the 6eneral
Assembly - rechinrioLe had an attack oi illness Idnich im:aired
his health lor the remaincer of his liie. In l829 he retired
fro: n public service because of ill health. The followin,:, year he
returned to public iiie as an independent candieate .or a seat in
the state le islature. The issues belore the voters at this We
were: tne 6ebbatn mail question, a road bill alterinc, the public
hi_hway system or Kentucky, and questions pertainin to the
perpetuation ol slavery. A communication issued from hi: country
home, Eraedalbane, dated June 8, le3o, expressed his sentiments
in mc„ard to these issues. A few days previous to this he had
been ased these quesi..ions: "Are you oposeu to Laanuay mails"
.20and "Are you in ravor o eLlancipation ol slaves% - In answer
to these questions BreckinrioL,e stated tnat the post ciioe
establisnment was a national al.air; therefore, the state le,is-
lature had no power over its reLulatiens. his views relatina
to the slavery questions were consistent with those he had set
forth in the "Hints on Slavery." He acknowledLed his authorship
o. these es!.ays; he explained that the .irst ob:ect of the
essays WEIS to show that the leislature had the pcwer to
prov!dc for 1.poepectIve einsncipatioh, althouLh the lc islature
had no po.:r to manumit slaves without the consent ci the
unl-_ss the slaveholeers were juF,tly c :pehsated for
thell literaed slaves. ih econu ocject o. the er:sc.:;E was to
rJrevent the c;:3111., o. a ec,hvention by s;.u.inL that the
()whet -, , 
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existinG constitution provided for the slavery issue. he
closinG lines of the communication summarized his sentiments
thus:
"If it should hereafter be rtaated of me,
he was a man rejected by a relitljous people
for believint_ that the 6abbath da:- should be
kept Holy--by a republican com:::unity for
believin6 that domestic slavery was a Ereat
political evil--Alose children will blush
at the recital'i n4.L
A few weeks after the publication of -6reckinri4e's caununi-
cation an article appeared in the Reporter siisned "'Voters"
which informed the candidate that they would not support him,
although on many questions they were of the same opinion as he,
and that they would -Athhola their votes from him for feEr that
if elected he would oppose the existin mail rezulation.22
The labors of tne candidate's supporters and Ereckinrid4_e's
eloquent public discussions failed to adu many to tl:e list of
his supporters. It became evident to Lim in the elosinL days of
the campain that his advocacy of Exadual emancipation and his
opposition to the Sunday mail regulations were robbina him of
election. On AuLust 3 he wrote an address declinin the
canvass of 1830, and the fo2lowin6 day throuLh the medium of the
Reporter the voters of Fayette county learned of EreckinridLe's
withdrawal. He in.Lormed the readers thus: that he was
cenvinced he could be elected only by voters who preferred to
support another. He wished to avcld such a humilation. He tad





been under the false impression that his services were needed;
but since tne county did not need them, ne woulu witheraw his
offer to serve the people. "If my principles nave overthrown
me, I count it no shame to suffer in such a cause. ihey bre
true and necessary to your existence as a free people, ano if
Cod be not provokee to leave you to tne government of your own
blinded passions, they will surely prevail," he suid.
Soon after his witherawal from public lL.e his interests
were cevoted to another calling. The -est Lexington Presbytery
licensed him to preach, and he removed to Princeton in 1832 in
order to receive further preperation or his chosen .ork. hile
at Princeton Lac reccived a call to assume t.t.e duties as pastor
of the SecoLe ireste:teriLn Churce, Baltimore, -.r-:lard, wie-e
was enga„ed for tnirteen years. Durin6 this time he wa!, enployed
in coneuctinL controversies .ith Catholics. .hile he was
Baltimore, his labors were manilold. He was interested in
furtherint, the temperance cause, anc he ehgaeeu in many or the
conflicts ,itnin the freeb:;terian Church, bein, a leauer ci the
Old School party." he became a thorou,- iiebrea scholar and
learned to read French, German, ana Italian. ;ie, together with
tne rev. ,ndrew B. Cross and others, Ieeeded the Ealtimore
?e1ious .=17.c1 Lite-eery eaLazine. lee Fev. James H. Thernwell
was eee ce its contributors. ne assisted reckIr'ide in his
atteck eeainst cet.nolicism, and meny Oj these alveTents
2 1,icrerter, eu_tist 4, 1E30.
24 -lee Gouriee Jourrel Januery- /
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appeared in tne ma,azine. The F.ev- 1r. Thornwell was a prefessor
of theolcur in tne Iheoloical Seminary, Columbia, South
Carolina, and a Presbyterian minister who ho attained a great
deal of prominence in the South. These two ministers became
Intimate and devoted friends. B. Palmer, Thornwell's
biographer, said of tneir rrienaship: "It is beautiful to see
how they labored together in the propagation or similar views,
and that no spark or rivalry or jealousy was ever struck out by
teir contact with each other."25 Then Breckinridi;e gave up his
position in Ealtimore in order to accept the preLddency of
Jefferson col.let,e; cannonsburgh, Pennsylvania, he unhesitatingly
made it kno;.n that it was his desire to have Thornwel2 succeed
him at Faltimcre; he was disappointed whcn his wishes were not
eecuted.
On the occasion of Ereckinrid,e's visit to lentucky in the
fall of 1840, it became necess&py, so he thou„ht, to defend
himself, his principles, and his enurch against the invectives
oi Robert Just previous to his arrival Tobert
2:icI1irfe had delivered an acdress on iluust 10, 1640, at
Lexin- ton, in which he reviewed the Ereckinrid,e-ickliffe
controversy anc the slavery ituation.26 On Cctober 7, 140,
the attention of the readers of the Lexington Observer and
Pal.her, aó 1-c-t,ersc. tics Thorn:.e13.—
L. p•
• . ,().L* (:.elivered Lexin,Lon,41:entuky, hy., 4-exin,ton vbserver
L.nd Aeporto, trint•Gr, 1F-7)), LFfilt
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Reporter was attracted by this notice:
"TO TI.Z Oi LIE COU..1Y OF FnYET'In.,
":4y Respected Countrymen—Being called
in the providence or God, to visit this my
native region, to wnich I have been for nine
years almost a stranger, I have been greatly
grieved and astonished to find in wioe
circul.tion, the most gross and calumnious
attocks upon me by name; and in connection
with my name upon systems oi opinion, both
political and reliEious, tne Church of Cod,
in which it is my lot to be a minister. I
allude, as you cannot uoubt, to tne speech
of Rot:ert Wickliffe, Sen., made on the
occasion or the defeat of his son in the
late general election, and his own consequent
resign. tion of his seat in the State Senate,
and more recently printed in pamphlet form.
"It is more tnan ten years since I had the
least connection with political life; and
nearly as long since I had any personal inter-
course with .;.r. nckliffe. The passions or
men, cspeciaLly of old men, ouLht to cool,
and party bitterness to ce,ise, after so long
an Interval. It cannot assuage the
mortification o. defeat, to tr.,cuce
cead, tne abstnt, aho those vino no lon_er
contend. I appear to myself to have a ri,ht
to spe-k tnub, if .or no other reaF,on, at
least for this--tn t wnen, ten years so,
r. ::ickliffe, as he still boasts, plb.ced me
in circumstances somewhat similar to those
In wnich othrrs have now placed his son, I
submitted .:ith composure, and without reproach,
insult and slanoer, to the trin'.1s which he
noa 1:inus it .;c) hard to endure. The dealin,s
oi 1-rovidence are iull of a sure ano sacred
retribution.
"It is tn.relore, in no spirit or personal
animosity, thL,t, alter mature deliberation,
extensive conference with my friends, and
humble seekin, of guidance from above, have
determined to defend rrojEelZ, my principles,
and tie „reut interests invoved in the
accusations or .&.nu to repel,
In :ne very spot wnere tLey were :riade,
en'res "nd fL:.-inuations !;ly
•osanc. - equ..71y
6esiv.e to -t t.e reLx.en o cLL-ty,
my GIL 1r_ .1.orme-2 conrAituents, at
tne Court- I , on
ii5tAnt, il rod it
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is my purpose- to reply to so much or lel-.
;ackliffe's speecn, as it may then appear
my duty to notice. With Lyeat respect,
Robert J. Breckinridge."27
.4ithin a few days Wickliffe responded with a notice to the
citizens of Fayette county. In his allusion to BreckinridEe
and the latter's notice he s id, "Thether the Eentleman has
souht counsel from above or below, to assist him in concocting
this specimen of tirade and vulE is7., I snail not descend to
enquire."29 Wickliffe assured the layette county citizens that
he ..ould meet BreckinridEe "not to hurl back upon him his cross,
vultIrar abuse but to satisfy both you and him, that his visions
from above, of wnich ne speaks, are from another quarter."29
He added furth,..r:
"No, fellow citizens, this cloak, ;;hich the
Eentleman wears, is not lark,e enouh to
cover itself. Talk, as hc ;Lay, of his beinE
here by the providence of Ged anL.. his seekin6
advice from above, he has come here for the
very business he is enacting. "e learnt that
his Negro Bill has driven me from the Senate;
that a new election is pendinE, and lo he
is here as quick as tne staLes will brinE him,
and commences a war upon me--all by advice
and providence or Cod, o course! 
How impious is this mere man, this mere
beinE, to announce to you that he is here by
the providence of God, and moved by his
Euidance in the war he wakes upon me. That 
Christian, that feels tne Loodness and Ereatness
Of God, can read the boastin ol:thic, clerical
chevalier, without shudeerinL at t. _mpiety







and Eeportr, Uctober le;40.
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if
announces himseli, is not he who was once
seen in places in LexinE,ton and FranXCort
where others somctimes bre now seeh. o.
Me comes cearint, to you the c..Ainsels cl Cod--
a vice6erent from heaven, charced with my
utter ruin and desolation. Eut this boaster,
fellow-citizens, Gill rind, an Londay next,
that he Is a m€<re man, and amont, the are
people ne lert in 1660--tnat he is just
Robert J. Breckinridt,e, not mucn better than
Le used to be, and not a whit bettqr than he
should be, or I am much deceived."'-d0
The above selections illustrate the bitter and caustic
indulzLences or these controversialists. i,lthouLh in his speech
Or 4.u1_ust 10 dicklitre said, "Mr. Breckinridze has already my
bcknoledLments ror the boldness with which he avowed his
principles, and ror the directness of his attacils,
61 yet he
s- ated. that - reckinribLe was "justly celebrated orator." —
This was t_e be_innint_, or rat—r tne cdntinuatib,„ ol a
contro.ersy between ho_rt J. izeckinridt,e and ;%oert 7Ackrir1e.
These controversialists became more bnd mope uhrcstraIned in
their remarks as tne accusations crew in number. Frequent
indulences nad trained them to 1_,e gaiLe liberal with their
invectives, and the utterance ol ,_y caustic remark seldom
failed to motivate the expected response.
The purpose of :ackliffe's address ot &,uz..,ust 10 was to
Cli6CUSS the nro law or lo, tne non-importation of slaves
into ht!,tucky, as to t—c cohstitvtionality or tie law ano the
eVil e-:ects 01 it. .1 ac\eoL„ted the rcrLal oL t—e ne,„ro





law on the around that it was unconstitutional. he said, 'And
here I miEpt defy any lawy,r or sensible man living, to put his
nand on his heart and say that the Constitution is not plainly,
obviously and palpably violated." 3 He continued: "The
Constitution says that the Le6islature shall have no power to
prevent cmi6rants from brin„ini„ slave with them." À Le believed
that the let,islature had no power to prevent immibrants with
their slaves trom comin„ into the state whetner the immik. rants
intended to become citizens or remain aliens. Tne act permitted
immit„rants.to prink their slaves with them provided that the
slaves were not brout,ht into the state with the intention of
their beinL, sold; tey were requircd to take an oath to corrob-
orate their 4-,00d intentions.'5 "iekliife dubbed tnis nee,o law
the "abolition trL1.," and he mai.atained that the act was
repeatedly beint, violated, as slaves were beinL, brou6ht in
continually from t; e adjacent states, and many immicyants had
failed to take the prescribed oath. The ne6ro law tended to
drain the slave population from the state and hindered immi-
6rants from cominL to Kentucky, and he thou6ht that this in
turn would raise tne value of slave labor to such a standard
that the poor white men could not profit by slave labor. The
price of a slave hau risen from ,:z100 to ,18000 since the





agricultural pursuits of the state- a qhisere hampered.'D
discussion led to reierences to other controverted phases of
the slavery question anc occasioned the speech of Ereckinridge
on October 12, 1640.
Lreckinridge welcomed this opportunity or arLuing his
principles, he informed his audience: "There is no spot so
fit as this; no subject on which I am more willing to be tried;
no man so appropriate as he who accuses me.”37 Breckinridge
contended that Wickliffe started the agitation of the slevery
question in 1630 by the publication or a circular to his
constituents, and again he began the aLitation by attemptinE
to Let the het of 1833 repealed. Ereckinridge maintained that
there had elwa7s been diversities oi opinion on slavery in
:.entucky; they e,listed in 179: and in 1793, an: t. still
.exist. Slavery was eat ralted on the second constitution oy no
Lreat majority and only after L bitter struLL1e. "The dcgmas
of tne Abolitionists, which he noa charges me with propa-
Latin6," said Ereckinridge, "bad as they are, are not more
novel in tne j,est. than those or Calhoun and his heated and
clumsy disciple now under consideration."33 He maintained that
the importation or slaves was the most important question
4.elative to slt-very. ThosrL who woulu aave slavery 'ftade eternal
axle those wns opcosed the institution iesired to keep slavery
s.-peech er i-,esert 2.u_ust 10, 1E40, pp. 10-12.
.:A.Ot J. .reci•.ini'
fDetober 1, p.




'within manageable bounds. He believed that the question o tr.e
jost. reti was important in regard to the whele subject, "Laid
that if decided in a certain way, it would afford a method, at
once sure and safe, to make the Lost just and gradual solution
to the case."
39
The postnati were the source of argLLent in
1830, but ten years later it was the questicn of the importation
and accuLulation of slaves in Kentucky. He stated that his
constitutienal argument on the former questien had disturbed
his opponents most, and that they had been unable to meet it.; ite
neaning had been misconstrued and misreLresented by them.
Yickliffe had interpreted LreckinridEe's princiiiles on this
question and related then as follows:
"The first is, that God has created all men
free and equal and no I:ower on earth can
make an unborn child a slave, hence, that
all refire children are, by the lays of God
and nature, torn free. The second is, the
constituticn of Kentucky does ret apply to
any but slaves existing at its date, and
therefore masters have no authority, deriv-
able fru:. the constitution, over slaves,
torn since the constitution was
In answer to these allegations Breckinridge declared that
he had never thought cr maintained that slaves were born free
when viewed in relation to the existinE laws, "but only that
the constitution did, and that the laws I:.ight recognize, that
in the eyes of God and of reason, slavery Was of human, Let of
4CC,ecci et :'..Crert  ici1iii  LexingtoL, FeLtuchy,




divine origin; that it was a municipal, not a natural relation."
Ee stated further that his arguments in substance were as
follcvs:
"The constitution comprehends under the
single word 'slave,' the total interest of
the owner prctected by it; and allows his
total interest, whatever it may he, to be
purchased aria paid for by the State. Low,
if the possibility that a female will have
children, is such an interest that it vests
in the rkster, then it is such an interest,
as by the force of the terms the State can
pay for and control. If it is not such an
interest, then there is no questicn the
State can control it without pay. So that
either way, the power of the State over the
.post nati is complete; according to one
cons,pction with pay, to the other without
it." *4
Ee raintaired that the aim of the °I:position to the
imp.ortation questicn was an atter..,t to change am established
.policy, and to separate Kentucky from the policy of the central
slave states in order to embrace the Southern policies; "to cut
her loose from Laryland, Virginia, Tennessee and Lissouri and
LaLe her a satellite of South Carolina; a faubourg c the 101.er
Lississii; to taLe, in short, a mighty step in advance against
the white race, and in favor of eternal slavery."43
:iickliffe had singled out Erechinridge as being the author
41Lltjts]ci of Rctert J. LreckinriL;-e, LexinEtcn, Eentucky,






bf the non-importaticn act. Ereckin!cidEe erdeavork:d to
diskro-;e tr.is statement. Ee declared that the act was passed
after his retirement from the legislature, and at the time of its
paseage he was not a resident cf the state. But he continued, "I
confess I have always desired to see slavery in Kentucky kept
within manageable bounds; and therefore wculd have aided
cordiall4 in preventing the importation
1LetalEs ,
of
allowed under the Constituton."
45
slaves, by all proper
Wickliffe had called the 1.43:5 act an "abolitien flag" and
said that it was an implerrent in the hands of the abolitionists.
It is apparent that these disputants differed also on te
definiticn of abolitionism. Wickliffe defined an abolit:onist
as "cne whc intends to eholieh neEro slaery, Ly an in,11.ediate or
a. slow process—by a direct attack upon the tenure of slavery,
or b;  an indirect node."46 Breckinridge declared that
abolitionists stood for imediate emancipation. He contended
•
that the second fundaental of modern atoliticniam was the
claim of all 1,olitical and civil rights and privileges for the
Llacks; abclitioniute had the most hostile feeline, againet all
schemes for the renoval of any of the blacks, by colonization
44SLeech cf Ectert :A.c2i.lif1e, Lexington, Eentucky. .August
10, 164:17-137 35.
45
Sbeech of itobert J. Breckinridce, LexinLton, Yentucky,
ectet,:r i2, 16.
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or otherwise. In his endeavor to chew that he vas not an
abolitionist Freckinridge declared, "ALainst all this, I have
written, spoken, printed and acted from the moment the party
vas organized."47 He asserted that both he and Wickliffe were
of the same opinion on some phases of their hostility to
abolition. Both were against immediate emancipation, and both
opposed equ-1 rights for the blacks and whites; but on the
question of colonization they differed. "But he is a cold, and
I a very warm, friend of African colonization; he would prevent
and I would encourage the immigration of the black race from
Kentucky; and to the whole extent cf this difference, his is
with and I again.'Lt Garrison, Ther:Lson, Birney and atolition."48
The third .L rinciple of abolitionie is the advocacy of analga-
*nation. "Acainst this horrid doctrine," he said, "I have fouEht
without intermission. For it Ir. ickliffe is deliberately and
fully committed."
49
Breckinridce repeated that in 1630 he had
spoken against such a doctrine; WicklIffe had advocated it.
In the spring of 1847 Ereckinridge had received a call to
accept the pastorate of the First Presbyterian Church, Lexington,
Eentucasy. Lile ccneidering the acceptance of this invitation,
he keiA in v„ind the slavery situation in that state. If he
47_
';'.ol,e1.t J. ErecliiilEe, Lexi_ton, YeLtucl,:y







ahoulu return to his native state, be realized that he would
have a Lart, perhaps no small part, in orLanizinL and 0.1iding
thoie men of the sane political opinicns who sincerely be2ieved
that the proper tiLe had arrived to invest the leLislature with
the power to provide for the Eradual emancipation of slaves.
The value of such a leadership was acknowledE,eu by Ereckinridaes
friends, who did not hesitate to inforr. him.
At this time a friend wrote EreckinridLe: "Have you made
up your mind about the call to LexinEton? Kentucky will draw
you hone some day, even if you should not hear her voice now.
Those who are tryinE, nov. to prepare the people of the State for
the gradual emancipation of slavery, will turn tc you for help;
and if your residence were aacnL them, you mi.ht have it in your
1:ovc.r tc afford then essential aid."
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By accepting the pastorate, BreckinridEe was not only
aceeptinL the call from his church, but he was also answerirE
the call of his fellow emancipationists. Is soon ES he estab-
lished his residence in Lexington, this conscientious leader aet
about the realization of the plans and desires of a hopeful
minority. The ideas advanced by the emancipationists were by no
means new, but the erancipationists as a party lacked unity and
leadership. The party had never taken any coneerted aetion
Ireckinriclk_t LSE., Letter to lial.,crt Z. -;;reokinriaLe fron.
Canue2 Steel, 1:il1sioratLh, Chic, dated :arch 17, 1847.
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worthy of attention. Ilans for enancipation had rather enthusi-
astically acconpanied the colonization ioveent. Lany prominent
citizens of Kentucky had favored gradual or imnediate emancipation
in the early days of the colonization novenent. This idea was
supporteu b the churches oi Kentucky and especially so by the
kreslyterians as a religious organizaticn. This religious
aenomination issued an address in 1635, proposing plans for the
instruction and enancipation of slaves. The address declared
that enancipation should be gradual and systenatic. A specific
pericd should be set for each slave at the end of which a
terninaticn of his servitude should result.51
From 1630 to 1840 nany of the advocates of enarcipation
lost interest in the novement or withdrew entirely. According
to Henry Clay, who was a friend of enancipaticn and colonization,
the activity of the northern abolitionists was partially
responsible for this reacticn. He said:
"Instead of advancing that cause (enancipaticn)
by their efforts, they have thrown back for a half
a century, the prospect of any species of eL,anci-
paticn of the African race, Erauual o 1Lwediate,
in any of the states. The propositicn in Kentucky
for a Eraaual enancipation, aid not prevail; but
it was sustaineu b:; a large anc respectable minority."02
lie stated further that the growth of this rainority was arrested
by the cperations of the abolitionists. Ccnsequently, all
1)1,
R. L. Stanton, The Church ad the aebellion (1N. Y., Derby
& killer, 1E64), pp. 436-439.
Coitcn, Life and Tines of henry C1i, 2 vole.





Prospects had been abandoned for the prcraticn of gradual
emancipaticn. The abolition movement had alarmed many of the
followers of envAlciIation. Yenry Clay attributed to the Lorthern
abolitionists the failure of the emancipationists to succeed in
53
getting a constituticnal convention called in 1836.
The prel1ririary work of the emancitaticnists was to gain
the approval of the voters of Kentucky to call a convention for
the purpose of amending the existing constitution. The
constitution ,rovided that the calling. of a convention should
be twice sanctioned by the majority of the people of the state.
As soon as a majority of the people had akl„roved the convention
bill, the General Assembly directed a similar 1.011 the folloving
y;ec_r during the general election. If the p:eor.le approved the
convention bill for the second tire, the General ;ssembly was
then authorized to issue a call for the election of delegates
to the constitutional conventicn. In AuEust, 1847, 92,639
voters of the total 137,311 persons voting approved the calling
of a convention. The following year the question vas again
submitted to the peo,le, and 101,828 persons out of a total of
141,620 individuals voting favored the convention bill.
54
Subsequently an act was passed by the. General Absealy, January
1Z, 1b4, which provided that the convention shotau convebe
October 1, 1b4; tire v,ere to be a nary delegates to the
54,1.crinett F. Yount. , Text of the; Corsti-







'convention as there uere representatives in the GenerL1
Assembly.b5
At the the the convention bill was before the voters
Ireckinridge wrote to a frienu in Pennsylvania: "e are bout
to have a great conflict in this State, over our rew constitution;
and the war is already begun about clavery."56 Ac to the outcore
he said: "It is impossible to foresee any result of an egitation,
that will lest from this time, till next August; tut the
prospects, at present, are not satisfactory to those who desire
sore serious aLelioration of the institution of slavery in this
State."57
Erechinridge understood the seriousness and the immensity
of the task about to be performed. "I shall have," he wrote, "a
very difficult 1L.art to I:erfor.n; aLd as! not yet decided that to
do.. On the one hand, we Liight gain all ue could desire; on the
other ve Ldght set thil:Ls lack a century; and perhaps some wise
compromise :aay be our wise and safe cou-se."58
It was evident that the Emanc4ation party would have a
terrific struggle. The party organization was small, end it had
the opposition oi two strong parties. Ereckinridge informed his
55;cts of Yertuckv, 1848, pp. 3-4.
cr-Irechirridu, IT$., Letter Yron ;- obert J. Ereolsir::.idge
to S. i. .illirrs, C:_.:nnonatrL. F., dated 2over.1)er 17, le4s.
597t.id.
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correspondent, Samuel Steel, as tO the status or the parties cr
the state in reLard to the slavery question. "There are three
parties in this State," he said, "the pro-slavery party--the
eniancipation party--ahc the 1:., rty hostile to both arid middle to
both, favorinL, no increase of slavery and no measure to put it
beyond future control--but hostile to every thine, locking to
present action, in the wa:: of emancipation.H59 He stated
further that the third named party composed the bulk of the
state and that the Democrat party had, for the most part, united
with the pro-slavery party. 0
The House of hepresentatives expresed the sentiment of
the state on the slavery question in the form or resolutions
durih4, the month or February, 1.64:-?.°1 These resolutions were
in i,eneral hostile to ei,::ahcipation.
The excitin canvass was launched early in the year. A
meetint; was held in the first concyessicnal district early in
February, with James Outhrie, of Louisville, as chief speal:er.
He was an opponent of emancipi_tion.65
In many counties the MiL alio Democrat parties united in
their efrerts to oppose emancipation. The press usually
referred to the meetinLs or these allied parties as anti-
:2
tS- •Lrecklnroc,e 1:-.EL)., Letter from Rol-)ert J. Lreckinrite to
Samuel Eteel, dated. 777i1 17, 1E49.
en_
-LOC. Cit.
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CTLI:177 rebruary 6, l49.
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emancipaticn meetins. Such a meeting convened at Jeffersontown,
April 7, and nominated William C. Bullitt and David yerriwether
as candidates for the convention from Jefferson county.6'i
The Mason and Eoyle county Emancipation meetings raised only
the question of the importation of slaves, w,-dch they re6arded
as being a compromise :neasure.65 Garrett Davis, who believed no
chance should be made in the relation of master and slave, was
a Bourbon county candidate.°6
leetin.s favoring emancipation were held throu;hout the
various counties durinc April for the purpose of advancing the
emancipation cause and appointing delegates to the state
Emancipation convention to be held at Frankiort, April 25. line
citizens of Fayette county, who were oppobed to the perpetuation
ef slavery in i.entucky, assembled at exingten, prIl 1.
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henry Clay and Robert J. Breckinridge addressed the meeting.
Ereckinridge rrepared and offered for adoption resolutions to
the effect that the existing hereditary domestic slavery was
contrary to the rights of mankind--"opposed the fundamental
principles of tree covernment--inconsistent with a state of
sound morality--hoatile to the prosperity of the Commonwealth,
it ouLht not to be made perpetual"M and tnat the convention
Ibid., April 9, 1E49.
10, 1649.
67Tct Lily Jour1, ,pril 16,
which would meet_ to amend the constitution weelo alfcrd the
opportune time to provide for the amelicration o slavery
conditions "in such way as snail be found practicable to the
slaves themselves."59 These resolutions were adopted unanimously.
There were thirty deleLatcs appointed to attee the irankfort
state Emancipation convention; Breckinriote was included in this
number. Twenty-one ci these thirty deletes were ministers,
and moat oi til6M were slaveholders.70
In the interveninL period between the LexinLton meetinG
and the Frankiort Emancipation convention brecf:inridLe made a
careful survey ol the political situation ano the Leneral
attitude oL the pestle in rez,ard to emancipation. He observed
that the newspapers oi the state were hoFtile to emancipation.
,sost oi the:-. he thouLnt were under pro-slavery ie_l_uence. irom
his stuoy oi the situation tie oelieved that the -rahkiort
convention woulL adopt these rrinciples to be entrafted on the
new constitution: Absolute prohibition cf the importation oi any
more slaves into the state; the reservation oi tne power by the
people to efect a s7atem oi Gradual, prospective emancipation
when the ccr.unity srculc desire it. BrechinriaLe repeated tnat
personall: he was oi tne opinion that some syste - ci e.lancipation
shoulc be inserteo in the constitution; then Ii the Emancipation
party was reccesclul, they woulc have Lained tney thouGht
ri nt. I. they lost, they still naa a cnance cbtaininE. the
. .
eartan, oT,7. cit., p.
• -"P111 04 -44.4 • "!..tmlefrpieww
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next best thin;,, tnat is, a- provision empowering the leEislature
to effect emancipation at some future time.
71
ne said, "If we
Eo for all we aesire, our opponents, in order to defeat us,
be
will
apt to concede to te popular wishes, as much as possible,
and may come up, even to our second Erouna.
117
 Later, when the
question arose as tc whether a specific plan for emancipation
shoul.Li be incorporated in the constitution, he spoke against it.
In consideration of the pudic sentiment and the hostilit of
many Democrats and 7;hit:s, he thouEht tnat a more conciliatory
course should be pursued.
7Z
The Frankfort Emancipation meetin,.; with Ben Monroe 55
chairman, appointed delecates to tne state ;-.'mancipation con-
vention. Resolutions were adopted favcrinL:, gradual emc4ici-
pation and colonization, but the existing slave, popultion was
not to be affected bp emancipation and colonization, "and that
tne new constitution be so framed that whene,.rer public sentiment
should demand such a chance it miEht be effected without
,
calling a convention to dhanEe the constitution.
v74 
Tne
assembly also favored the incorporation of the non-importation
law of 13ZZ in the constitution, and those slaves brouEnt into
the state contrary to these provisions were to be set free.
rrt •
—2reckinrie Letter from hcbert J. 'reckinrlde to
;;amuel teeTdated iTTil 17, 1649.
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Emancipation meetings were held in various counties, and all
adopted similar resoluticns in regard to the question of
slavery.
One hundred fifty emancipation delegates assembled at
Frankort, ipril 26, 1-34), for the purose oi uniting the party
and adopting a platform relative to tne slavery question.
Twenty-three counties were represented. henry i- ;lay was elected
president oi the state convention.r5 The convention was divided
in opinicn as to whetner tie Emancipation party should draw up
a specific plan for gradual emancipation to be engrafted on the
new constitution, or whether the legislature should be empowered
to provide for emancipation at some future eate. Breckinride,
as one of te spokesmen or tne latter plan, spoke on the
debated subject as folloets:
"It is I believe, a hor:eless task to
strive to get a specific plan eng;:afted in
the new Constitution; but it is, -L verily
believe, a most promising and hopeful task,
to look to the plan by action hereafter
throuLh the Letislature. 1-Jet us strug6le
to make the policy since 1E1;3, the policy
of tne State in all future time, and to
provide in the new constitution, for the
adoption oi such plan as may be deeed
wisest by the Legislature—Is it not
indeed as bold to demand the right to do
the thin at a proper time and in a proper
way, as it is to demand the ri6ht that it
shall be done at once in the constitution?
If we have the power to do the latter ncni--
i::ay we not hope to accompli the former
at a future day? It is in-!.;litely more
easy to atte::pt to carr:, out the plan
proposed by the committee, tnan to




to the Constitution. To ask that, the
measure we desire may be engralted in the
Constitution now, and to ask that the right
and power to do the same thing be given to
the Legislature are very diirerent things.
T'';e latter may be hoped ,for, the rormer I
regard as impossible."70
T=Teckinridge stated further tnat the Emancipation party was
opposed by tne united forces of both of the great parties as
tar as party organization was concerned. It was to be considered
that a large majority or the slaveholders were opponents of the
Emancipation party, though a few had joined the ranks of the
emancipationists. "A large majority or the voters of the State,"
he said, "are non-slaveholders. They too as a class have been
poisoned against us."77 These citizens had been appealed to,
and they had been told that tne elancipationists proposed to roe
the slaveholder or his property. "Tney have been told thLt we
disregard tne vested right of the master in the slave—all these
things are tola the non-s1aveholder,"78 out he said that their
oppcnents failed to iniorm him tnat the highest property a
person can have is the property in himself. he explained to
to the cohventien delegates that they could not hope to attain
success unless the eTliancipationists could dissociate the slave-
holder from the non-slaveholder. ue believed that it was their
duty to convince the non-slaveholder that emancipation would
add prosperity one ,.).ory to Kentucky. "Emancipation, he
7 r1
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asserted, "can never be accomplished 'otherwise—yet we are asked
to Go for emancipation at once--to striLe boluly and blindly for
a clause in the Constitution for prospective emanciTation."
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The convention was also addressed by ,,. L. Breckinridge, C. L.
Clay, and others.
The Louisville eekl3i, Courier said of Ereckinridge's address
before the convention: "Ti- ere sees to be but one opinion of the
speech of the Rev. R. J. BreckinridGe, before the Convention of
Emancipators and that 1.3 that it was the most eloquent,
impressive and forcible address ever heard by those who were
fortunate enouGh to be present."
6C
Lreckinridge prepared and presented a docuL nt to the
convention, which served as a platform for the party.81 After
being amended it was adopted with only one dissentinG vote. The
amended document reads as follows:
1. "BelievinG that involuntary hereditary
slavery, ad it exists by law in this
State, is injurious to the prosperity of
the Connonwealth, inconsistent with the
fundamental principles of free Lovern—
ment, contrary to the natural rights of
mankind, and adverse to a pure state of
morals--we are of the opinion that it
ought not to be perpetuated in the
Commonwealth."8%
81, - -4,obers rrec.,:infiuge, "The eticn sf 1.egro Ulavery ci





2. "That any scheme of emancipation ought
to be -prospective, operating exclusively
neEroes born after the adoption of
the scheme, and connected with colonization.
3. Recomnended the followin6 points:
1. The absolute prohibition of te
inportation of any more slaves to
Kentuck,y.
2. The complete poLer in the people
of Kentucky to enforce and perfect,
in or under the new Constitution,
a system of gradual prospective
emancipation of slaves.
4. The Convention confines its recommendations
to the question of slavery, and makes no 83
expression of opinion on any other topic."
The greater part of the discussion and debate centered in
the clause concerninE, a system of gradual emancipation. Finally
the debated question was left in the forL, of the second :art of
Uo. 3. Thus the Emancipation convention was adjourned without
agreeing upon or adoting a definite scheme of emancipation. In
substance the convention had reached the agreement that the new
constitution should authorize the people of the state to perfect
a system of gradual emancipation, which was to operate
exclusively upon negroes born after the adoption of an emanci-
pation scheme; the new constitution was to prohibit the
inpertation of any more slaves into Kentuc%y.
.eollowing the state E.;:ancitation conveLtion many metina




'of emancipation.84 Another emancipLtion meetinE was held in
Lexington, Lay 12. Ereckinridge aain addressed the assembly.
He presented resolutions, which were ado.etea, to the effect that
the Lexington meeting adopt those resolutions concurred in by
the Frankfort meeting, and that Henry Clay ought to allow his
name to be used in Fayette County as a candidate for the
constitutional convention. Clay ex.ressed his al.,proval of the
emancipation cause, but he declined the nomination on the plea
that he v.as then serving as United States Senator. A committee
was appointed, and Clay was a member of the committee, which
nominated Robert J. Breckinridge and Col. Rodes as
candidates to the constitutional convention.
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'.he Louisville ean ipaiOn caleo CaIctain
..)avid L. Beatty, and James Speed.
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As soon as the Frankfort convention adjourned, the leaders
beEan to canvass the state in order that the emancipationists
might be successful in LettinL their candidates elected to the
constitutional convention.
During the canvass Lreckinridge wrote an essay on "The
Cuestion of .legro Slavery and the Lew Constitution,"87 in which
64
Loui2viJle eed2 Ccuricr, 26, 1649.
EPScuicv:Llle 7.ec.:kiv Courier, June 2,
87 • Rotert J. 7 .. kinridi,c, "T::* :.zcstfn of 3'iLro Slc:.very and
the rev: ConstituL " Louisville  July lb, 1849.
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he reviewed the principles put forward by the Emancipation party;
he stated arguments favoring the non-imiortation of slaves into
Kentucky, outlined a plan whereby the Constitution could perfect
and enforce a plan of emancipation, which he regarded as being a
moderate concession to the pro-slavery party. Also in the address
he stated that slavery ought not to be increased, nor should the
Commonwealth perpetuate it through the medium of a convention to
meet presently for the purpose of amending the constitution.
"But, on the other hand, people of Kentucky ought, by means of
that convention, 1. Absolutely to prohibit the importation of
any more slaves into this State. 2. And, through it, retain in
their own hands t COL lete power, now held by the call of the
convention, to enforce and perfect, in or under the new
Constitution, a system of Emnncipation."86 And further still he
said, "This power of Emancipation, thus retained, should be so
guarded, in the Constitution itself, that it shall be exercised,
1. Only prospectively; 4., • Only gradually; 3. Only in
connection with the renoval from the State of the emancipated
slaves. He maintained that the power of emancipation, and
the exercise of it, should be by the community itself, and not
by ordinary legislation, but as an expression of the sovereien
will of the community:








if such a clause should be inserted,
accoruinE to the original plan of the
Convention party:
2. "Cr, under the constitution by means of
an express provision in it, allovinL the
senue of the people to be taken in the
question, if the new Constitution should
be found without what is called the new
Clause. "90
He said, "I oppose, absolutely, the importation of any more
slaves into Kentucky. He maintained that the act of 164991 was
part of a system designed to terrify and defeat the Emancipation
party of the state.
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He Lave the reasons for his opposition to
the imoortation of slaves into the state as follows: there were
already enough slaves in Eentucky; an unlimited importation
woule.k necessarily diednish the value and injure the quality of
slave; it uld endanger the pecuniary inte7:ects of the state;
. since seven-eighths of the People of Kentucky uid not own
slaves and a majority of the whites sought their maintenance by
toil, the domestic slave trade would naturally reduce the Whites
to poverty. He maintained that in the new constitution the
power over slaves should be retained by the people. He believed
that the people should express ther:selves on the subject in the
constitution about to be framed. It was eererally estimated
that cre person out of seven in ti.c .etate was a elaveholder, or
“tCC. cit.
reete oe keeeel:!--„ e. ahic act rciealect the
nen-ie..eztatien act ci 1e,e3.
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20,000 out of 140,000 voters were .laveholders. These 20,000
slaveholders held slaves to the value of about ',60,000,000. He
did not believe that these people houlu be derived of this
wealth, but the new constitution should protect this property.
be declareu that the E=ancipation party should support "no other
emancipation than that which should be prospective, and operate
exclusively on slaves born after the plan had been matured,
voted by the people and cobenced its legal existence."93im  He
contended that the institution of slavery did not benefit those
who did not own slaves; in fact, it was usually considered an
evil by ti.em. The riu;hts of 1=,borerswere as sacred as the
rihts of property. These 1,eoblc should guard their political
power and neans of livelihood.
In his appeal to the Conmonwealth he said, "Should hentuc4
perpetuate an institution that the civilized world, except
fifteen slave States, condemn and dencunce7"
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As to the status
of slaves he said, "They are property; but still they are our
fellow-men, our fellow-sinners."95 According to Breckinri4e
slavery it existed represented these aspects: the riLhts of
preperty were abolished, as to slavery; the rights of slaves as
individuals were entirely uni:nown except as to the interest of
the Laster and the 1,uLlic; tLe2e us no recoLnition of the
61
, 2 I
institution of marriage amon6 the slaved, and the relation
between parent and child was recocnized only when determining
the question of property; yet God had ordained all these rights.
He maintained that the Emancipation party was willing to
concede in the new constitution the principle of slavery, and
let it exist in Kentucky upon certain reasonable concessions
and compromises. "For my part," he said, "I so greatly desire
to see this noble State made the exclusive abode of the free
white in, that one of the leading motives of all my conduct
connected with this subject, has been the hope oi substituting
the race of negro slaves with the race of free Thites."
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Henry Clay sustained Lreckinridge's views on emancipation.
he wrote to Richard Pindell, l'ebruary 17, 164g, and outlined
a plan of emancipation anu colonization. He maintained t: at
emancipation should be gradual; the manumitted slaves should
be removed to a colony; the trans,orttion costs to such a
colony should be defrayed by a fund to be raieeu from the
labor of each emancipated slave. he believed that a definite
time should be secified, and at that time the emancipation
of slaves should be effective. Clay cucgested the year of
1855 or 1860 for the definite period when gradual emancipation
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A vigorous camuaiEn was conducted throughout the state under
the leadershil, of such emancipationists as John C. Young, Robert
J. Ire6.inridge, h.illiam L. BreckirridEe, George Robertson, Jal.es
Speed, T. F. 1:arahall, John R. Unuerwood, and Lamy other
prominent persons. The ranks of the emancil,ators were coLposed
of all classes of the o ocnents oi\slavery. Cassius Clay
represented the more radical Eroup, while Robert J. Breckinridge
and henry Clay represented the more moderate and rational rcups
res ectively. Eut this able leadership was not sufficient to
lead the party to victor. The ELancipation party polled over
10,6C,C votes in the state, but it did not elect a single
candidate.
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It was estimated that not more than a dozen
deleLates elected to the convention favored emancipation in any
form.
99 The Louisville ',eeklv Courier attributed this failure
to the "present prosects of emancipation" and the hostility of
both 7;hig and Democrat parties.100
The convention convened October 1, 1849; James Guthrie was
elected president. The new constitution retained most of the
provisions pertaining to slavery; a new free negro clause was
9
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For a time after the election the Lmancipation party was
left in a state oi defeat. There was an attempt to reornize
the party and resume its work. The interest in the emancipation
movement cooled, and maI.y withorew from the party, for the
constitutional methoo of amendment wculb defer too lOflL. the
operations of emancipation. It is true tnat Cassius L. Clay
made the E;ubernatorial race in 1E1 on the emancipation tic'zet,
but the important part played by the party at this time was its
position as a balance between the Whia and Democrat parties of
the state. The party at this time polled only 3,000 votes.
102
The emancipationists were destined to await the extermination
ci slavery by a rar dfi erent method.
• 101constitution of Kentucky, Article X, Sec. 2. "The
General Assembly shall pass laws providin that any free neLro
or mulatto hereafter immiEratinL to, and any slave hereafter
emancipated in, and refusine, to leave this State, or havin6 left,
shall return and settle within this State, shall be deemed Euilty
of felony, and punished by coni'inement in the penitentiary •
thereof."
102James.R. Robertson, "Sectionalism in Kentucky from 18Z6









It ri4:3 rhaps Ourint, the evehtful and turbulent days when
the country was bewildered by those unanswerable questions of
state ric,nts, nulliricaticn, secession, und then rinafly the
great crisis, the war, that breckinrid6e renoered the Lreatest
service to his state. He took a decided position on each of
these eniatic questions; he was a devoted citizen and an ardent
unionist. Kentucky, so strateLically located, was destined to
play a precarious role in the theatre or the war, and Ereckinrido,
a man with so active and versatile a mind, had a part to play.
The (ael'eat ol tfle Amancipation pur y was rollowed closely
by the orL,anization anc the .Vormation o the Ilrow-Nothin;_ party
in Kentucky. iireckin-,ioLe, as a leer oi•
and the leaders or the Ole .;;hiL, party :;e1Lted tLeir ranks into a
stronE party machine or the campaiol or 1856.1 i.'reckinridce was
souahtnow not so much for his slavery views as or his bitter
attacks a:ainst catholicism. Breckihric• e said or this party:
"What I benold is a vast ad a:parently
spontaneous uprisin of American nation-
Eeneath triat we behold the
restoration of that priIieval spirit of
protestant civiliztion in whicn the
country itself was oriL,inally created;
rnd still beneath that the renewal of
Lt prciound sense, of overwe7mln
ceaait - c. our national union which
--+, "Lcwniall o tae Party in
h iacT::L)t.;"_.`..c •• --(=',•.**,;• • •€ ,
p.
was the Era:',uest outbirth or our national
revolutich."4
This old 4hi g and hnow-Votnint. group produced the constitu-
tional Union party- snd supported John Bell, of Tennessee, as its
presidential candidate. Breckinriace said that in this 1660
election a minority in tne free states voted acainst Lincoln and
that this minority was thoroughly against the principles or the
Republican party. He believed tnat there were iar more Thigs
and members oi the J,merican party who voted for Lincoln than
there were Republicans. He said that it was true the hepublican
party was made up of many patriotic men who preierred the peace
and security or the country to the triumph of t-cir party.4 He
explained that John C. Breckinridge, then vice-president and
senator elect, was sup;orted by tne southern w1nL o tne LemocrEt
1 
acceptance nad caused John C. Brecinric,..,e to iuentiry himself
party as presidential nominee in 1660; ne ,T.aintained that this
r71. 1.'5
with tne secession party, "to which we are satisried he did not
at that time belong. They who nominated him neither expected
nor desired to elect h2 The object of such a scheme was to
2,
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provide a means by which the party m18ht carry the electoral
votes of the Border 6tates, "and in this manner draw closer to
the cputh the Democrat party in those States."6 he asserted
that John C. EreckinridLe's acceptance or the nomination was a
grave political mistake; it ultimately sealed his destiny, "and
to us, who were bound to him by so many ties, it may be
permitted to believe that his fall was not premeditated, and to
s,ky that it was a national calamity.
1,7
 In the election of 18E0
he was beaten by a lare majority. The vote of the state went
for Bell. He declared that Breckinridze was "seduced into
acceptinL a nomination ror the presidency by a disloyal faction.
He contended that many were mistaken in their estimate of the
presidential candidates of 1860. Doulas had proved to be a far
more patriotic man than had be -n supposed, while Bell had proved
unworthy o:c the support of his party; "I:_ajor 1,-. reckinr1d6e proved
tb be a m- re instrument used ror a special purpose by the
leaders or a conspiracy, instead of the leader himself Ci the
Greet State Hichts party."9 He declared that Lincoln was far
less a partizan than those who elected him had supposed him to
be, and he was a greater patriot than his oppcnents had believed.
The principles of a free bovernment required that the country







BreckinridLe was always ready to defend ably his attitude
and his advocacy ol certain principles which he demed to be
r16ht. Vihen any one expressed conflictin_ views or attacked his
views, a defense of his attitude and principles could be
expected to follow. At this particular time it happened to be
H. Seward, then senator from bev York, Imo unhesitatinbly
attached EreckinidE,e in an address before a meetinc of the
Republican party, 1655. EreckinridLe's defense appeared in the
form or a letter in wnich ne said, "You have seen fit to devote
an entire paraLraph to me, a private person, as if I were of
mysLli- a power to be classed with the principalities and
dominions amicst wLich you expatiate."10 The letter .;as devoted
to a defense ol the accusations exDosed in the rolic..fnt, quoted
para,rapn from Se:iard t s address:
"Last comes one who, erith seel:Lint, meekness
asks us to consider whether it is wise to
jeopard the safet and happiness of twenty-
five millions of white men in vain effort to
mitit:ate the sufferini,s of only three millions
of net,roes. Humane, cautiol..s, paternal,
conscientious man! I miLht join issue and
ask where, in the ethics eitner o uovernment
or Cnristianity, you find autnority to hold
tnree millions of men in bondaLe, to promote
the v,elfare or el'en to secure the safety of
twenty-fi-ve millions of otnor men? but that
ari,ument telon6s to the Abolitionists of
slavery, wno do not reckon me in their number,
and ;;hose objectsin this election are far
more coTcrenensive than those of the
wnich I defend. I leave
10_ , .
Infs is a published letter from i‘obert J. Breokinrid„e
to H. ciaTeca Lovembcr E, 12. copy el' lettr
is in tl.e LIA).1-Lry, i;estern Stste 'ieLeners




the ri nts anu the interests o the sieves
in tne btates to tneir own care and that
of their advocates; I simply ask whether
the salety ana tne interests ol twenty-
five millions of rree non-slalienoldint; wnite
men out to 1.-,e sacriliced or r.ut in
jeopardy for the convenience or safety of
three hundred anu fifty thou§and slave-
nolders I near no ansqer."Il
LreckinridLe reiterated tne question whether or not the
interests oi twenty-five Eallionsof free t.merican shoule be
sacrii iced for the interest ol the slave population. "I put
the question to you," he said, "not as if I were a defender of
slavery and you its mortal enemy, out I put it as one patriot to
another, as one freeman to another," and it was a question he
maintained that "nothina but desIserate fanaticism on your side,
or desperate necessit:: on ours, will ever pere.it to be answered
except in one i1ay.1112 He continued furth, r that it was a question
that had required an answer many times and would be answo:ed
acain ano aaain, sno so far it hael been answered in such a
manner as to save the country. He aaded:
"The exposition of the ethics of Lovernment
ouLht: not to be wholly stranLe to'you; and
there I take issue with you--if you mean
what you insinuate, but snrink from
utter1n4„. Is it so, that any conceivable
end of Lovernment, much less the Lrand
and immediate ends or it as truly held by
the 1,merica.n people, do:.1iJad thet slavery
as it exists amonast us shall be abolisned
in defiance of tne 'welfare,' and in utter
disreL.ard of the 'safety' of tke -;,atf.on?
ido you mean that? I so understand you.




if not uncer the Constitution; and, what is
worse, treason aainst the country. :ne the
end o, it must be that the.i;orth must sweep
your 'Great Aepublicen Ferty' into the ,6escm
of cestruction, or we muLt sqt.lte your ethcs
O.A. 4Lovernelent alth the sword.
he maintained that if these were the doctrines of the hepublican
party, then the INorth was more deeply concerned in abolishing
the party than in abolishi% slavery. He did not believe that
any people could endure or any form of i;overnment could tolerate
.such a earty without clothint, itself in uespotism; saiety was tne
Virst condition on ahich society was bassJ.; its welfare was the
second, he declared tnat beward denied the principles oi both
of these conditions in his ethics 01 z.,overnment. "If you Co not
mean all this, you have eithr Ialsely stated the principles and
aims ol your purty, or you are i_nerant oi the forces oi the




nl ne bald. Breckinria,e declared that it was
only the etnics 01 te:erants that coulc incuce sixteen Verthern
States to de:Grade and oppress the fifteen iouthern States, and
all because a fraction of the southern population was reduced to
a condition or servitude, which the Aepublican ;arty did not like
as aell as the condition ci servituoe existint, in the orth. Re
asked:
"Wnat is it you profess to blare us for,
but that which you are yourself strivin to
accompthh, to e far Lreater extent, and In
a far more EIL;ravated e'orm; for is not the





incompatible with your principles, as the
freedom or the sieve can possibly be with
ours 7 You speak with Ereat bitterness of
the repeal of the :aesouri compromise, as
an act coverine all who tcok any pert in it,
and especially the South, with dishoner.
r.d411.17 Because, as you alleee, it was
an act or bau faith committed by one party
to e compact to the injury or the other
party. And pray, sir, what then shall be
said or your Creat Aepublicar party, tne
very instinct or whose action--sole end of
whose existence--as interpreted by yourself,
is eternal bad raith to the Constitution
itself anc to rirteen Commonwealths, for
tne sinele purpose of securine its o4n
supremacy and that or the North, in utter
disreeard or the interests or the whole
Confederacy considered as one great nation,
and with the eeliberate purpose to destroy
the whcle South, if that shall be
necessary to the acccmplisnment or ycur
object? It needed but two agravatiens
to Live to your principles a cast utterly
revoltin,; and you have added eotn. ior you
careful l teach that the principles or tnis
party are not the proeuct of moeern ties,
or of any sueden cutburst produced by any
recent events; but thet, stimulatee, indeed,
or late, they are, nevertheless, fundamental,
eri:reval, end eereetual at the North, runninz:
side by side witn all their sacred pledos to
a contrary intent, from the earliest period of
our history. And then to gloss ever this
transcendent, hereditary perfidy, whieh you
sees:: to fasten on the memory or your ancestors
ar.(1 tz.c character of yoln, eeople, you profess
Lur:be piety towards God, and undless
rreternity ler the poor slave."J'°
Brecl,.inridee considered the repeal or the 1:Assouri
eempremise a breve error on the part or both the 'eemocratiS
eerte aeld the Seuth. He explained that he did all he could as
a private citizen to preeent tile error. As a censtituent he





influence in this direction. Fe was of the opinion that this
concressman, if he had desired, could have exercised as much
influence as any other congressman in ;:reventing its pacsake.
But he belieled that the repeal of the compromise was nothing
compared with the principles and purposes that Seward avoweu. He
contended that Seward attempted to make the peole believe that
there was no diiference in allowing all the territories to do as
they thought Lest in regard to slavery, or ih dissolving the Union
on the slave line.
Seward maintained that he was not an abolitionist and made
a distinction between the abolitionists and the Republican party.
IreckinridEe asserted that the distinction was this:
"That the Atolitionicts will not allow of
41-1y. slavery, while the Great Republicans
not allow of any more. They, with 11r. Sumner
at their head, will attack it everywhere; you,
at the head of the Great Republicans, will
attack it everywhere, except in the present
Slave States."16
Cr he said that Sumner would oppose slavery at all hazards;
Seward would oppose it at the hazard of the dissolution of the
Union. he asked Seward if he believed that the Southern states,
who believed that their existence was being threatened, "which
have arrJa in their hands, and guarantees as old as the country,
and as firn. as colIa.on blood and common glory can make oaths,
compacts, ana ccnstitutions, will peri..it sixteen (Alley
Corr.onwealts to deLrae and destro31 ther.1 on such a distinction
z
as this?"17 On the sui..vosition the Southern btates were
wrong, should these states consent to restrictions and repres-
sions? He asked, "Did any fifteen States ever permit any
sixteen States to smother them in this delectable way, and upon
such precious distinction as this, upon the face of cur earth?"
Ereckinridge stated that it was the doctrines of men, and not
the slavery question which were moving the country to a certain
ruin; slavery did not afford any Eround.for civil war and the
separation of the states, "and every good, wise and patriotic
man, let his ouinions about slavery be what they may, ought to
be ready to crush every political party which intiltes that it
1
does."19
.IrecLinriaLe reminded Seward that the two different
postures of the Lorth and. South must te remembered, the 1 -. rth
as havinf., no slaves and tLe 6outh with slaves. :Zherefore, the
South as liable to a pressure from the Lorth, and under this
pressure "the South may nct only be expected to do, but may be
claiLed to do, that she would gladly avoid if she were fairly
and justly treatea."
20
 This was not the original situation.
72'
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Under the Confederac and then under the federal constitution
slavery bore no obstacles to the-Erowth of the Union. The North
, Co,
9.7
has chanced hz.r opinions about slavery; she ielt tnat she was
entitle to LLe :1.1.-\,ilec_e or subjuLatinc the ..euth to ner
ior this jlC te North oA.4.Jnated parties and dominated
h 
lecisJLAioh in a manner wholly devoid oi tne interests oi the
South. It beca.-.e a "contest for supmmacy at the orth; ior
salety at thc_ Soutn. It is a mere accident that slavery should
be the i=cdiate subject or the conrlict; an extremely d:,ni.,erous
"21accident, inceed, irom the nature or th:...t institution.
pre-ictee. tit these policies or the liorth when put into effect
would make civil wur the only outlet for the South. He asked
Seward wnethLr it was best to fiuht the North immediately, or to
iiLnt both the i;ortn and alavery at sc!7.e tiTe in the future. He
said, "It lz .or the North to say whttn€r she values her
supreiLacy dv..r the bouth at such a rate as tnis, and whether
makint, slavery the pretext, she will pursue it into -blood."22
The people oi Kenucky had reiused to initiate a syLtem. of
ErLdual emancipation because they would not separate themselves
for the slave states oi the South; there is no reason ior
believinL that they naa chanLed, unu tnit they would not stand
by each ot . "At the luLt extremity tney will perish sword in
hanc, but they rail never submit to be dishonored or subju ated.
r2ney will never subvert the institu- ions of their country, nor











their Lreat descent."23 He asserted that these were not threats,
but they were solid arEuments, and theuLhts that should be
carefully Laditated and sincerely considered.
The President had proclaimed January 4, 1661, the day of
Lational Eui1iaticn. On that dau in Lexineton, hentuckY,
BreokinridLe delivered an address in view of the in. endinL evils
threatei.ine„ the nation.24 he telieved that the first of these
evils, which the people of the country should beseech Cod to
avert, was the annihilation of the nation itself; the chief aim
of the people should be the preservaticn of the American Union.
There were illinitable tlesciras connected with the preservaticn
of the Union; While the process of destruction involved many
He maintained tht the evils of destructicn had been
deLionstrated by South Carolina's attitude and actions, c: the
exercise of those disputed riLLts, nullification and secession.
Accordink, to him the power of nullification, providine it
existed, would be a riLA exercised within the Union; it was
temperary, and it \,ould ultimately end the ei:iliculty upon
which it ose. The action for the terL.ins.ticr, of the difficulty
miLht be accomplished throuLh the medium of compromie€s, by
repeal, the modification of some obnoxious law, or by a judicial
decision; "or--which is the true remedy--instead of luilification,
24
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by an appeal to the people at the polls, wno are the source of
all poaer in Iree _overnments."45 Breckinrioc_e believed tnat
state riLnts in its ori_inal form was incAspensable to tne
preservation of tne political system, "and that tne opposite
oce c. interTretihu our political auties ahc vi nts and remeoies,
terminates in suojuLatinc) the States to the Ceneral Government,
a..d in sv -:,ju atin, both the General Government aho the exposition
o, el:ery political principle to the Supreme Court of the United
States."c he staled further that secession was the extreme
reaction between the several states and between an inoiviepal
state anu the national bovernment; when an interpretation was
contrary to i:.ehse Larties and interests, society became excited
to such a ceEree that it was difficult to mLnat,e. Ie said, "You
,4ave therefore this jerilous ahc extraordinary claim of the
ric.,nt of secession unc,er this extreme reaction; oifferinE
absolutely from the idea of tne olo states "iLhts party, and
differinE absolutely even from nullification itself."7 He
defined secession as beinz.; a process which becan by tearina to
frajnents the whole fabric of Lovernment, by provol:int; war; Its
Rim :.as t. anninilate established institutio.-1- and divide the
nation into many p,rts. He maintained tnat no state had any
independent sovereinty except as it was a part of t_le United





.status as United colonies; these entities were colonies, not
states, and as such they revolted and united to form a continental
government. In this complex system of government of the United
States ther i to be recognized the government common to all
and the particular institution Cl. the seprate sovereignties.
He said:
"I have attempted, while repudiating the
doctrine of nullification, to vindicate
that doctrine of State nights, which, as
I firmly believe, is an integral and
indisensable part of our political system;
yet, on the other nanu, the doctrine that
we are a nation, and that we have a national
government, is and always was just as truly
a part of cur system as the other. ,xnd our
political system always stood as much upon
the basis that we are a nation, as it stood
upon the basis that that nation ia composed
of sovereign States. They were born into
both relations; so born that each talte is
equally and forever, by force of its very
existence and the manner thereof, both a
part oi this 44merican nation, and also a
sovereign State ef itself. The people,
therefore can no more legally throw off their
national allegiance than they can legally
throw off their State allegiance; nor can
any State any more legally absolve the
allegiance due by the pecple to the itate
they live in. Either attempt, considered
in any legal, in any constitutional,. .1n any
historical li:ht, is pure madness."4-
Eince the right to alter the constitution was invested in
the majority, it was absurd for bouth Carolina to attempt such
an action. The assumption of such authority by a minority power
was ta7Terin with the riz:,nts or others; moreover, such action
was i:71- OSSieJe. ee beliove tt th.re acre no reasons uhy the
4(1-
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Slave States and the Northern States coule not abide to6ether in
peace just as they hao from tne becinninG. He stated that he did
not believe that anythin6 Lad occurred ::nich would justii'y South
Carolina's revolutionary actions, or were t..e other states, who
were contemplatin6 such action in order to rid the people of t.r:eir
duners, justified in followinG ')outh Carolina. he
declared that the existence of the slavery institution was made
more secure under the Union and the federal power than it could
be maintained otherwise by secession or rebellion.
/In view oi the step initiatea by ,outh Carolina and the
impenein4; crisis in the other Southern States, BreckinridLe was
coGnizant of the unanswered question in tne mines or KentuclAuns
thut mufA be answered before many days. He assumed the responsi-
bility to outline some possible solutions oi tn existinL stete
or things, and Le mapped the course Kentucky shoula adopt in
order to save nerseli' and other stotes similarly situated, ano
thereby preserve the Union.
-fie asserted that the action taken by °out*La Carolina did not
alter the relation between KentueIzy and the Union. Yet because
of slavery e.entucky was more c3osely allied to the bouthern
States than to the 14orthern States. Slavery as it existed
represented three entirely dirferent aspects. "What I assert
he said, "that the relation el slavery to the community,
and the relation 0J. the community b; reason oi slavery to tile




three of tnese classes oi States." The Border btates, the
Cotton States, ane the :Ixee. States (part larmin and part
plantint, states), recresenied tne three different aspects. 1-e
receLnized tne existin ties and sympatnies between tne southern
States, but he said, "It i2 extremely easy to carry this idea to
a fatal aLo ai lse extent, and to ruin ourselves forever under
tne illusion beiotten thereby."30 In Kentucky there was about
one slave to every four white per eons, wnile in South Carolina
there were approximately five slaves to every three Trinite
persons. he said:
"In the Cotton States, I know ol no way
In wnich the institution of slavery can be
dealt with at all, except by keepin the
relation as it stands, as an intreL:al portion
o/ tne body politic, unmanageable excel,t, in
tne present relation C. the nezro to the
white man; and, in his posture, it is the
uuty 01 tne nation to protect ahn dereno the
Cotton States. In rebard to Kentucky, the
institution of slavery is in such a position
th-,t the people can do witn it whatever they
may see .it, both now, and at any ruture
period, without beinL, obliL,ed, by reason of
it, to resort to any desperate expedient,
in any cirection."01
He warned the people not be blinded by the fact that Kentucky was
a slave state and thus lose siLht of every other consideration
in her movement. Should Kentucky ally with the Cotton States,
it would be utterly impossible for her to exercise or protect







,the supreme interest cr cotton. Such an alliance would mean
direct taxation, free trade, unlimited broadcast or African
nebroes throu,hout the whole slave state. he saic that i the
slave line were made the line of division, then the possibility
of the perpetuation o sla%ery within the border States wculd be
terminated at once. In the desire to maintain slavery, Kentucky
-had adopted the most effectual means of extinolishink, it; "and
that in the most disastrous of all possible ways. On the
contrary, if this Union is to be saved, it is by the cordial
sympathy of the border States on one side and on the otLer side
the slave line that it must be saved."62 Th(re is notnin: to be
hoped for from tne extreme states, but it is in thc.:e stL:tes
alont, the slave line that the nation must seek its safety.
Those border free states: Onio, Indiana, Illinois, Pennsylvania,
and Eew Jersey, arid tne border slave states: Y.arylanu, Lc:laware,
VirEinia, hentucky, and :Jssouri, are comi:etent to save the
Union. In order to wield this power these central states must
v.orl: in s:::.pathy and con#ficence anu act in concert. Thus the
preservation or tne Union is dependent, first, upon the
recoEnition or the central states or the reat mission committed
to them; secondly, upon the failure or the Cotton States to
follow tne initial step or 6outh Carolina and tne willinezness ofI
/tne .ortnern States to render a peaceful adjustment. he said:
"But even in that case, the mission of,
tLiese reat States is net ended. If under the
curse of Cod, and the maoness oi t-ntt extreme
Tbio. p. 337.
!.orthern and Southern States, the preserva-
tion oi tne Union shoulu be impossible; then
it belonLs to tnis immense central power, to
reconstruct the nation, upon tne slave line
as its central ieea; ahd tnus perpetuate cur
institutions, our principles, and our hopes,
with an uncnan6ed nationality. For even
they who act in tie tric.re interests of slavery,
ouLht to see, that alter the secession or the
Cotton States, the border slave States are
oblic,ed, even for the sake of slavery, to
be destroyed, or to adhere to the Union as
lonL as any Union exists; anu that la: the
Union were utterly destroyed, its re-
construction upon the slave line, is the
solitary condition on which slavery can exist
in security nyviher, or can exist at all in
any borer -tate.""
EreckinridLe named two possible positions Kentucky mi6ht
assurLe in the crisis, lie mentioned neutrality as being one of
tnese. Later, wen :.entucky adolted a policy of neutrlitY,
Lincoln cisapproved or sucn a course. he saiL. tnat it would
qane disunion complete and it would tn;..e all the trouble if
tne hands of the secessienists except what trouble the external
blockade mi6ht give them. President Lincoln believed that tnose
citizens supportinL, tne policy were loyal, but the policy was
very injuiious in elirect."A
Breckinrioge explained tne possible courses hentucky mic,ht
aoopt as lollows:
"The first el these is that in the progress
of events it may well become tne border slave
States to unite themselAes into a separate
conleuerEcy; the second is, tnat it may well
become hi-ntunky, under various continc,encies,
631-;Ay Tyn
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to assume a separate soverei_n position, anu
act by herse1f."05
The first of these he recommended only as an alternative to be
preferred to more perilous actions. He aded:
"For my unalterable conviction is, that
the slave line is the only permanent and
secure basis of a confederacy for the slaveStt.tes, and especially for the border slaveStates, in the same confederacy, is the
indispensable condition of the peaceful and
secure existence of slavery. ;is to the
'possible isolation of Kentucky, this aleo, it
seems to me, is not a result to be sought.
If it should occur as the alternative to
evils still greater, Kentucky oui.ht to
embrace it with calmness an dignity, and,
awaiting the proEress of events, show by herwisdom, her courage, her moderation, her
invincible rectitude, both to this aEe and
to all that are to come, how fully shee..,-Iderstood in the midst or a ainsayin6 and
backslidin6 Generation, that no people everperformed anythinE. glorious wno did not
trust God, who did not love tneir country„and aho were not faitnful to their oaths." 0
Kentucl;:y t E immediate duty Breckinridge declared was to stand by
the constitution and the Union, to withstand all attempts to
terrify and seduce her in takin6 any movement inconsistent with
the constitution, to settle in n,:r heart that the rendin of
this Union on the slave line is, for hcr, whatever it may be for
o7otners, the most fatal issue that the times can nave"; it
:ould mean her subjection to the Cotton States.
Ereekinride declared that the Cotton States shoulf. reject







the course dictated by south Carolina for these reasons: 1.
South Carolina's method or secession destroyed the common Lovern-
ment over sovereian states and established the inherent
possioilit7 of future anarchy. 2. The method of secession was
founded on the fatal illusion that the people were to 'ee loyal
only to locs1 authorities. 3. The soverei nty of the people
was annihilated by the adoption of the acts or secession without
permittinc, the will of the people to be expressed in the
procedure. 4. South Carolina's disreLard and refusal to consult
other states rendered impossible any peaceful or decorous
arranements, and thus she had jeopardized the protitabie
perpetuation of slavery.
'8
He believed that the destiny of the country could be
retrieved by upealinL to that immense mass of people in the
Slave states who were meditatint, on the course they should
pursue; the destiny of the country was also dependent upcn the
succes-ful attempt to secure the treatment of secession by the
federal administration in such a manner as to make the laws
erfective, and to persuade the i'ree States "to put an end to
the rein of that atheistical an relentless fsnaticism, which Is
the criinal cause of the ruin that stares us all in the face. 9
Accordin_ to Breckinridt,e, for years the el.eneral im2rest;:T.on
was that neo slavery was the direct cause of the existing
6•=-7 ,cbert.J. :..reckinriue, "Cur Ccuntry--Its Feril--Its
Deliverance," 1.anville (4.ufterly i%f..view, Vol. 1.1 NO. I (n-rch,
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state of conuitions in the country'. That was true as rar as the
religious and moral elements of slavery aere concerned. Other
than thet -eace eecTo slavery was the indirect cause 01' the
ce.lmotion aria net the direct cause as was generally conceded. A
few yeers previous the nullii'ication question in Soutn Carolina
clad no direct connection 'c:ith slavery, but it was then a question
of revenue, taxation, coneeerce, tariffs, and wealth.
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aeither
was the cceee,otion in tne territories directly caused by the
slavery question; it was a struLLle or political power,
increased and agg7ravated in the North by emigrants in their
clamor ror cheap lard,: "aria at the present moment the L,tates
which nave seceded, are ci all the slave states the very cries
which would not nave secedeo, ano tele slave .L-tates which would
nave promptly sccedeu if ti_e curre.it impressien of the case as
true ano complete."41 He explained further:
"I; at any ti.r.e witnin tne last tnirty
years, a revolution in production, in trade,
In commerce, in any thinL, nad wrou_ht a
thorouLn cnanbe in the genera) opinion of the
bouth, touchinL--not tile essential nature-- but
the incidental advantages ol slavery in a
political and a financial point of view; of
course no one would ever nave heard of
secession in the South--or even seen t.,1-,e
remotest aperoaca to the existint, state of
opinion at tne 1,orth. It is tne idea of
power--power to be oiminisned by reeleining
in tne Union anu to be incalculably aujeented
by 1eavin4, it; the ifeea of wealtn, of
conqLest, ol advenceent--all or we
are tnorcughly convinced, in the ni,nest
degree illusive LIno fatal; but it is
•• •
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ideas--far more than any disgust that the
North conaemns slavery as immortal, or any
apprehension that slavery will be disturbed,
or slaves stolen, or the south annoyed in
the Union--tnat pervades the present dominant
party in the cotton States, and enapled it to
precipitate tncm into revolution."'"
breck.inrie declared that the presidential election or lS60
demonstrated to the secessionists that they were lest i they
were to be guided by the popular will, but tney dia not heeu t1.1r
warninL. He explained as folloas:
"They immediately initiated a reign of
universal anarchy and violence, anu by
fraud ano terror, violating all laws and
trampling constitutions under tneir feet
proclaimed State after z-,tate out of the
Union, consummatinL, their work in the
organization 01 the provisional eoniederate
Government. The whole procedure was a
naked anu atrocious series oi audacious
usurpations. That is oi the utmost importance
to observe, is, tnat tne whole secession
movement Las nownere any foundation but
this: and this was resorted to because
disunion was not attainable in any other
way. escaped in Kentucky simply because
It was perfectly understood that it Gould
be necessary to conquer us first."43
"' .4= Breckinridge maintained that the basic luea on which rested
'the existing difficulties was a queLtion whether the Union existed
at all and whether tne nature at the constitution was similar to
a lea:ue which was merely a gathering together of sovereiLnties
aith a superior. He also maintained that our complex system of
Loliernfliont conisted of inividuals anct subordinate soverei ities,
1.00.
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-called states, anu tnat it was a nation made up of states L.nd
havinL no exi'..tence but as those States exist, enu States
constitute a nation which have no existence as States, but as
States constitutin that n. -tion."64 he explained as follows:
";.e constitute one nation, wnose people,
however, are civideo into many soverein
States. ie nave no nation but as we h:ve
these States; ana we nave no States but as
they maec this nation; and our people are
citizens botn 01 tne nation and or so.:.e
particular State--and strictly speakirn.,,
to ue one involves tne other. ine
fundamental principle oi our liberty is
tne sovereijity, not oi L0verrn4ents, but
of society itself--the people; and the
deepest foundation oi his sovereiLnty
or tne people, is their riLht to charn.,e,
to order, and to intelnpret, their political
aLa civil institutions, by votir„...; to do
tnis as separate States wnere the matter
relites exclusively to the particular
State—to no it in concert where it relates
to tne nation."' 5 )
He was of the opinion that the sovereloi states could
witheraw only tnrou_n a fraudulent metnod;. they could return to
the Union only as territories and upon tne conditions imposed by
the majority cf the stateb. The wnole efforts of the nation
should be concentrated on the preservation of the Union. he
denounced secession as bein_ anarchy which was spreadin over the
entire Union; snould it 1-revail, it woule destroy the Union. no
came to the conclusion that the existinL state of the country
would demt4ad "that the war in wnich we are enLaLeu, ouG,ht to 1)0











the nation; oU„ht to be pursued to tne last extremity.1146
Seconcay, the cono;tion oi tne country shoulc nave tauLht the
people "tnut we should labor and luok bel'ore us all the time to
the restoration and preservation or the Union, anu the
perpetu-tion ci the social ahu political sy,tt., d, the country and
the sublix.e career i;hich is oelore us—wnatever collateral object
there is— mwhatever otner purposes ay 
exit.1/47 
He declared that
errors were beint, committed daily by attemptinL to trin; about
conciliation .ith thobe who were in rebellion. "I know that
these men who seek to subvert the Constitution are not capable
Or bein conciliated," he saiu, "anu the only iiLA:! to treat them
is to crush the,n, an. to crush tem is the only thin to be
dome.w48 he :lade the rollowin observation in re6ard to the
loyal people in the Southern states:
"911.re is ancr..h,r idea connectee .Jth
tnis matter, anu that is, to connect the
Lreat mass oi quiet and peaceable citizens,
who, so to speak, were called upon to take
up as a,_ain:t us Aitnout takint, any
particular palt in the circumstarcts in which
they were involveo in lit,ttin4, aainst us--
that is, coniounaing the loyal potion ci the
people, who were ready to risk: all Vor the
Good Or t-e country, in the ca cateLery
with the people wno never can be conciliated,
Lnu be always, ready to rise atjain
wnenf;ver t-ley have a iavoraole opportunity.
17e are not in tile nabit cl makint, these
distinctions. .e are in the hi-IJit
ard, very hard ol the loyal portir-n in
66:)peech cl
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r.obert J. hrecinrie-c, Cincinnati, UhiO,
67'.fenr,essee or South Carolina, that they
permitted this insurrection. '4'ney were
c::resoed at home, and compelled to take11j7. urms aL.ainst the Covernment."49
ErLrkinrioce stated lurther that hentucky escaped ouch a rate
throuJI the .loclity and united action or her neighboin6 states,
Ohio, Indian, and Illinois. Kentucky asked L'hio for 10,000 men,
and aid ;as also requested or Indiana and Illinois in order that
Kentucky miL,ht be preaccved. It was this concerted action that
was Kentucky's salvation.
Breckinr1i6e declared that the North and the South held
entirely oilierent positions in their relation to slavery and
tneir ba1 for adjustment. The North reL;arded the whole affair
as a sentiment or an opinion. blavery aith the 6outh was an
aifLir o, 11,e t.r.0 death. The North had nothinL at stl-e
rinancially, i;hile the South naa millions ci dollars invested
in slz.ve te South was otjer.dent upon this investment
ior its annual incc!ne.50 There were no necro slaves amon6 the
ninote(h Li Li. ci peclo in tLe eiLhteen free states, "so
that all questions ol a rytichal oLrL,ct tendin to inrluence
slivery, are perfectly void oi force as to the interior peace,
, 51quiet, Imo sectrity, ol all oz. the cihteen states"; the
Southern States r.u6 l';ur millions or slaves dispersed am.ont; the
ei,_ht million. nt white porAtiation, "and ever:7 national







quiet their vast slae poNlation, is ol itseir a question,
ubc between cifrerent nations, • war or peace. rurther he
said that slavery nad no beurint, upon the social, ecenolcJc, or
pc?itical status ci the North. In the south it was interwcven
with ever: libre oi society, "an u as an inLtitution is so
pervadinL in its erfects wherever it exiLts, that a co,r.munity
lone:, trained in the lorms or lire connected with it, ooes nct
incur tne cnan_e in\clved in its destructicn, except under scme
most poweriul impulse."63 In leeL hac rew su Torters
in Kentue,.y, but LrLcually the people ol that state had ccme to
believe that Lincoln was tne het man ior tile :residency, and
thLt tne saiety °I the naticn del.ended urcn his re-election.-64
The names oi Ja.:es Cutixie, GeorLe D. Frer.tice, ard others
were attac,ILu to a notice iSLUrci lop al ca11 a
state Union convention tc ,f.ett at Louiille, .ay 2, 18G4.
Lreckihrict,e "The call contaihee in iis terLs a betrayal
ol the loyal part:, in the 6ttte, wnich its siners proles6ed to
represent. '-'5 On ::a7 23, 1E64, to state conentions convened
at Louls.ville, tne Guthi.ie-irentice and tne Loyal conventions.56
The rormer sent deletes to Chica_o anc tne latter sent
acleLates to Baltimore. The Lemocratic leaders who railed to
52Toc. cit.
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neet with the Guthrie-Prentice party held a separate conventicn,
and they "issued a characteristic platform, distinct12, the
opposite of so much of the relapee4 bnion platform as could be
construed in any patriotic sense; and more distinctly favorable
to the insurgents than the disloyal portions of the other."
lie explained further that it was believed that the leaders of
the relapsed Union party, which er-braced the bulk of the
Kentucky members of Congress, favored "an organic union with
the openly disloyal Democrats, but they were afraid to organize
as .Denocrats, and the Democrats would not organize as Conserva-
tives."
58
Delegates from both factions attended the Chicago
convention and returned from the convention as rational Democrats.
Ereckinridge said that the platform issued at the ChicaLo
convention could not be effective without giving complete success
to the rebellion; "with a candidate for Vice-President on it, the
representative of principles upon which no national life worth
preLervine could exist, either in war cr leace; and a candidate
for President, tho can not accept the platform without repudi-
atiuL and condemning all his own principles anu acts that had
any importance, or showinL, by that acceLtance, that the
gratiiication of his vanity, and the chance of gratifyir6 his
ambition, have all alone dictated his principles and regulated4
1
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his conduct, and that they do so still."59 He state( further:
"The Chicago Convention, in effect, exhibited
most of the symptoms of a seditious conspiracy,
in the midst of civil war; anu barely cowing
short of avowals that they tere ready to encouraEe
open acts of treason, they provided, on the Lotion
of hr. ox Kentucky, by a unanimous vote,
for a callea meetinE, at which they would decide
whether or not they would take arras aolinst the
Covernment."60
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Lreckinridge maintained that the question about neEro soldiers
uhich had agitated Rentucky durinE the tar was excluded iron_ the
ChicaEo platform, nor
about slavery, in any
sy:lable, even, about
retellicn!"61 Fie was
was there the "remotest intimation in it
aspect, past, ixesent, or future; not a
the right of secession, or the guilt of
of the opinion that there vere three courses
open to a honest and patriotic party under such existing
conditions. The party might support the government and the
cause; it night sustain the cause and endeavor to change the
administration, or it might oppose both the administration and
the cause. Lreckinridgp declared that the Chicago convention aid
not publicly cormit itself on any of these. he said:
"It traduced Ir. Lincoln, and sought to
defeat him, by the com-Lination of all
Uissatiefieu and all disloyal factions; it
evaded all committals it possibly could,
that necessarily siEnifieu any thins of
sericus importance, upon every to-pic that







a platform as that."
He asserted that there wae no reason thy any peace man or
pro-slavery ran should vote for lecClellan, "without any platforre;
nor any, why any an who has any convjctione at all, for peace or
for war, for Unicn or for dieunien, for elavery or for freedom,
should vote for any body at all, in such a time as this, on such
63
In his address to the Loyal state convention at Louisville,
:Lay 2t, 1864, LreckinriULe said:
"TakjnL. the posture of the neLro question
as it is, and the nation as it is, my conclusion
is, that the Governn.ent of the United states is
absolutely bound, by every consideration of
statesmianship and of safety, to do one of two
tins: It is tounu to use its whole power, both
of war and of peace, to put back the negro, az
far as possible, into the condition he occupied
tefore the war; or it is bound to exterminate the
whole institution, by all the imuers the Consti-
tution Lives it, or that can Le obtained ty an
amendment cf that instrument. If I were a
pro-slavery man, I would say: rut bach the neLro
tc his fcrmer pozitien. rut, as I ar an antislavery
1.e.n, I say, Use the vhcle y,ower of the Government
to extincuish the institution of slavery, root
and branch."64
This convention elected delegates to attend the National Union
convention to convene June 7, 1864. Sore of the delegates were
Robert J. Ereckinridce, F. L. Eristow, C. A. Preston, J. rarman,
65
e. Trinl-ele, J. Finney, and G. D. Llaey.
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the presidency and Andrew Johnson for the vice-presidency met at
IaltiEore, June 7, 1664. Ereckinridge was made temporary
66 67
chairman; Governor :uennison, oi Ohio, was made chairman. 
In his speech before the convention Lreckinridge reiterated
his theory, as to - ,nich sncyold be supreme, the nation or the states,
Us follows: i$e are a nation--no doubt a peculiar one--formed of
States, and no nation except as these States form it; and these
States are no States except as they are States in that nation."
6o
He maintained that the states were no more authorized to repudiate
the nation than the nation was authorized to repudiate the states.
Be continued:
"Lot one of the/Li had even the shadow
of a richt to do this, and, Goa help us,
we will vindicate that truth, so that it
shall never be disputed any more in this
world. It is a iearful alternative that
is set before us, but there are great
ceLpensations for it."69
He said that the convention was composed of the Lemccratic,
Abolition, and Republican leaders. "1 f*self am here," he said,
.
"who all my lie have been a party to myself."
70
 He declared
that as a Union party he Lould willingly follow it, but as a
Republican, Abolition, or any other of the parties composing the
c6
Tri-'neeklv Gemmonvealth, June 10, 1864.
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Union pa:-ty he would never Live it his support. he was of the
opinicn that it was "the original sin and folly ol treason and
secessiun" that had brought the country to its existing status.
he continued:
"e are prepared to demand not only
that the whole territory of the United
States shall not be made slave, but that
the General Government of the American
people shall do one of two things, and it
al,eears to me that there is nothing else
that can be done, either to use tie whole
of the goverment, both the war power and
the peace power, to put slavery as nearly
as possible back where it was--for although
that will be a fearful state of society,
it is better than anarchy--or else to use
the whole power of the government, both of
war and peace, and all the practical power
that the people of the United States will
Live them, to e:;.terminate and extincuish
it.
"I have no hesitation in saying for
myself that if I were a pro-slavery man,
ii I believea this institution vas an
ordinance of God and was given to man, I
would unhesitatingly join those who demand 
that the govermeht shad be put lack where
it was. Eut I an not a pro-slavery .an. I
never was. I unite myself with those who
1,elieve it is contrary to the hiEhest intelests
of all men and of all goverment; contrary
to the spirit of the Christian religion, and
incompatible with the natural rights of man.
I join myself with those say 'away with
it forever,' and I fervently pray God that
the day may ccme when throuchout the whole
land every man may be as free as you are,
and as cable of enjoying regulated
liberty."1






"Upon the matter of the rebellion, a
resolution sets forth an unqualified
oetermination to accept of nothine short
of unconditional surrender. 'upon the
manner of prosecuting the war, a resolu-
tion declares ior the utmost possible
vigor. Upon lAavery, a resolution demands
its utter and complete extirpation from
the soil of the itepublic. Upon the
paramount authority of the Constitution
and laws of the United "otates, and the
necessity of brineing rebels and traitors to
due punishment, none but positive terms are
employeu."73
Ireckinridge stated later that the nomination for Lincoln's
re-election was made without a struggle and without opposition
in the national convention.
74
Lincoln said in reply to the
notification of his nomination:
"I will neither conceal my gratification,
nor restrain the expression of my gratitude,
that the Union people, through their con-
vention, in the continued effort to save and _
advance the nation, have deemed me not unworthy
to remain in my present position. I know no
reason to doubt that I shall accept tie
nomination tendered; and yet, perhaps, I should
not declore definitely before reading and
considering what is called the platform. I
will say now, however, that I aIdprove the
declaration in favor of so amending, the
Constitution Ls to prohibit slavery throueh-
out the nation."14
Ihe services rendered by breckinridge durine the progress of
the nar were valued highly, and his advice was sought by state
an LI military ofiicials.75 He was frequently oallod to the
"Lew York Times, June 10, 164.
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military headquarters in the state, and the military officials
often went miles to interview hiL., as he was ccnsidereu one of
the wisest men of the state.76 Ee had been paid this tribute:
"Cne of the most remarkable men who ever
lived in Kentucky was Robert J. Lreckinridge.
  he had abundant oportunity for
information, for he was in the counsels of
the leaders of the "Onion Cause, and one of
the prime leaders himself."77
Breckinriage became affiliated with the Danville Selainary in
1653, and he became one of the chief contributors to the organ of
that institution, the Danville Quarterly Review, 1861 to 1864.
lie devoted his time and efforts during the closing days of his
life to the advancement of religion.
The following quoted passages give a resume of lreckinriaLc's
personality, work, and position:
"his great moral and intellectual worth Lave
strength to the cause of the government, not
only in his own state, but also abroad, and
durinc the great conflict he rose to his greatest
heiLht as a writer, statesman and patriot. he
was a man of indomitable will and unquestioned
courage, .rofound and sincere in his convictions,
of ardent, intense nature, a singularly quick,
active intellect, quick im.oulses, and was a warm
and generous frienu, and probably not always a
just enemy. his information covered every depart-
ment of knowledge, his memdry was almost kerfect
and his capacity for labor, with an enfeebled
body, was apparently without limit. hardly an
enter-_rise or movement that has promoted the
L.atcrial, intellectual or :.oral worth of lientucky,
76Lewis Collins, history of Kentucky (Louisville, 14., John
P. c.nd ..1.24), 1, 1E2.
V7Thc.rs Inion Cause in hentue'LN,, le60-1e65
G. J. .1-ut.L.LL'f, 1.1.1ekerl_cer
. -
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does not bear the impress of the genius and
wonderful character of Dr. Breckinridge, and
to him is largely due the establishment and
growtn of the common-school system 01 education
in Kentucky.
"In his ptrsonal manner, habits and tastes Dr.
Breckinridge was plain, simple, fru.,Ial and severe;
but as a friend and host - as indulEent and exceed-
ingly attractive, navinz. uncommon conversational
powers and a free, unaffectec hespitality,
displaying himself to as great advantage among his
friends as in his greet contests before the people.
Although his continued ill health thrcuLh many
years tent his once tall and graceful form, ne
maintained his great mental vigor to the last ana
displayed all the noble traits cf his character. 7b
It has been said of him:
"Dr. Breckinridge was in many respects an
extraordinary man. his family--ancestry and
cotempary--is remarkable for many great qualities,
genius, education, culture, eloquence, energy,
will, popularity, prominence, success. It was not
alone in conversation tnat Dr. Bre67inridEe was
versatile. He was great and brilliant in many
departments of human learning and experience.
His published writings--newspaper, magazine, and
review articles, travels, contreversies, and
theological works—if colleqefd, would probably
fill twenty octavo volumes."
Cn December 27, 1871, at Lanville, Kentucky, "the lion-
hearted old man whose life was a grand battle ground upon which
transpired some of the most stirring conflicts of the age, has
been conquered at last by a stronger co .tatsht than he. There is
quiet now upon the battle-field since the kin, i5 dead."6°
76H. Levin, Editor, The Law7ers and Lawmakers of' Kentucky(Chicago, Lewis PublichiriT—U457-17c/), pp. t5G-621.
79Lewis Collins, History of Kentucky (Louisville,
. and Cc., 192:)7-1,
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